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the operation of the famous Ding
••• Dong dance pavilion at Tenants
Raymond Perry, . Sidney
•••
Ability is of little account without ••• Harbor.
— opportunity.—’Napoleon I.
— Bird and Harlan Atherton comprise
•••
.». .». .>. .>. .c.
||» the ambitious trio and they will op
erate Ding Dong as a first class
dance pavilion and restaurant from
DROVE STAGE COACH
Monday, July 18, to and through La
bor Day.
Messrs Perry and Bird are BowBewail
York
of Damariscotta
doin college students and Mr. Ath
Mills, SI year old Civil War vetererton, late of Harvard. Is a member
|an, Is one of the most Interested
of the Roekland High School facul
spectators of the Kennebec bridge
ty. All three are charter members
work. Mr. York recalls the day of
of that unique and colorful dance
the stage coach route from Rockland
orchestra known as the Spanish Serto Portland with Bath as tlie trans
enaders and hereafter Ding Dong
fer station. John T. Berry was a
will be the official home of the Seremaster driver on tho route, while
naderg with another Orchestra in
Mr. York, being younger, acted as
conjunction, operating dances Tues
a spare and drove short relays. The
days. Thursdays and Saturdays.
introduction of the trains did away
Ding Dong is well known to Rock
with the old stage coach line, and
land patrons being located only a
now Mr. Y'ork awaits the completion
2H minute motor ride from the city
of the Kennebec bridge as another
over excellent roads. It was opened
epic in travel on that route.
this spring by Frank B. Pearson
who has leased It to the Rockland
trio. The plant consists of a huge
white tent, water and storm proof
covering, a fine dance floor with a
cafeteria at one end and rest and
spectators rooms at the other. No ad
mission is charged.
•••

“Cover-Both-Ways Policy”
Our ‘ Cover-Bath-Ways Policy" takes care of claims brought
against you for injury to person and damage to property of others,
AND IN ADDITION, PAYS FOR THE DAMAGE TO YOUR OWN
CAR in excess of a slight retention.
Automobile owners who, in the past, have carried only lia
bility insurange, are waking up to the fact that they need cover
age for damage to their own car. Our policy “covers both ways."

You have been told in the past that this form of coverage is
too expensive. But the fact that most of the cars of any value
insured in our agency carry this coverage is proof positive that
the rate is not prohibitive; on tho contrary both form and rate
are very attractive.

STRAND

Local Adjustment of Claims

E. C. MORAN COMPANY, INC
STATE AGENTS

Tel. 98

Rockland, Me.

Coming Wednesday
Thursday and Friday of
Next Week

Sid

Sheriff Frank H. Cooper has been
assisting the Knox County officers
and State Highway Police with the
aid of bloodhounds in their search
for George Ethier, who escaped from
the State Prison Friday morning.
He was committed from Bangor on
N'ov. 26, 1926, and has a family In
Brewer.
From police circles in Belfast It
Is learned that Ethier was in Bel- |
fast .Monday night. He begged a
ride with a travelling man and told
a pitiful story of being hungry and
without
money.
The
travelling
man gave him some change for his
breakfast and later tn a daily paper
saw that the description of the pris
oner tallied exectly with the man
he had befriended.
On Searsport avenue a prisoner is,
said to have met a man who took
him to Bucksport and at Bucksport
fell In with an out-of-state police
motoring in Maine, who unknowing
ly gave him a ride to Bangor.
• • • •
George . C. Thompson, formerly
manager of tlie Colonial Theatre
who conducted an amateur perfor
mance last winter, has recognized
as one of his prize winners in a
dancing contest the
picture of
George Taylor, tlie tramp barber, ar
rested for the murder of Stella l’omIkala at Salisbury Beach.
Taylor was at work for William
A. Kendall, a Belfast barber, and
was then using the name of George
Goode
Mr. Kendall says Taylor
worked for him from Jan. 11 to Jan.
19 and that he was a peculiar man.
He has also identified the man Goode
as George Taylor.
Social position is relative. It de
pends on living In a town where peo
ple are less Important than your
self.

Notice to Blueberry Pickers

Confidential Loan Co.
Is Supplying Funds

A wife’s noblest work

Fancy Berries bought, empty crates in exchange.

The wife who helps her man to
get somewhere is entitled to a
whole lot more credit than she
usually gets.

Now crates for sale to early pickers.

Will Pay Cash or ship for you on Commission.

Call or write—

Old
Bill

IRA W. FEENEY
at Deep Sea Fisheries Plant at Rockland, Maine,

for particulars.

Often, she is the one who starts
the man on the road to success by
leading the way in matters of
thrift.

Telephone 290
84-tf

» "The

BetterOle
based upon the play by

BRUCE BAIRNSFATHEAAND ARTHUR. EUOT
- nuent ,. CHARLES REISHER..

Varner bros production

-CJ . V I

Handicaps there may be, but
you can trust the earnest woman
to “get over them, through them
or around them—any way to leave
them behind."

Upon Satisfactory Terms to peo
ple of limited means who deserve
Financial Aid.
431 MAIN STREET

Notice—Confidential Loan Co. is
not conneoted with any other loan
company. Its sole proprietors are
Cleveland Sleeper and Samuel
, Levy.
59-tf

THE SLOOP

There are a lot of fine women
who come here regularly to de
posit their family savings.
To them all we extend a heart
felt welcome.

Rockland Loan & Building
Association
407 MAIN ST.

’ estate
.Ull.be chiefly
life itisuraYice—

OLIVE R.
I

Will leave Tillson Wharf, op-

posite the Hunter Machine Co.,
Hourly, Saturday and Sunday

P. M. for the Battleship.

(Li

censed to carry passengers).

ROCKLAND

OPENS JULY 17, 1927

THE HOME TEA ROOM
Oyster River, Thomaston, Me.

QNJ
_

'can you assure yourself that
your insurance funds will give the

CHICKEN PIE and ROAST LAMB SERVED THAT DAY.

Tablet Reserved If Desired.

greatest possible protection to your heirs?

6PECIAL CHICKEN and STEAK DINNERS
Served At Any Time Thereafter If Notice Given.

>

Whether or not your estate will consist
only of the proceeds of the life insurance,
you doubtless will be interested in one
man’s account of how he arranged his in
surance so that it would serve his family
to the best advantage. You may find in
his experience worth while suggestions for
the safeguarding of your own life insurance.

ORDERS’TAKEN FOR HOME COOKED FOOD
Telephone 169-11

CLARA E. LERMOND and MAUDE H. LERMOND, Managers.
84-85

"r^jiisaasasiraiiiiiB

Over the Radio--

This story is on page 19 of our new booklet,
“Proved Plans for Solving Estate Problems.”
It will be sent to you free upon request.

This booklet also contains solutions of other
similar financial and business problems
affecting both the individual and his or
her dependents.

•

{Dempsey Sharkey
Fight, July 21

« •

Perhaps you would like to confer with us as to
how our Trust services might help you solve
some particular problem pertaining to your
estate. We cordially invite you to do so—in
confidence, of course, and without expense or
obligauon to you.

Why not have your Tubes, A and B Batteries

checked so that you will be sure of reception?
Plenty of AB Socket Powers, which do away

with batteries, and run direct from the lamp

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY
CAMDEN

ROCKLAND, MAINE
UNION
VINALHAVEN

WARREN

j

socket.

Call 661 for Radio Service

F. W. FARREL CO.

REACHES $13,500

Makes

Subscriptions* $3.00 per year payable in
Charge of Famous Dance! Much Wanted Barber Vis- Who Becamc ®
General and a Great Figure In Our
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very reasonable.
Mecca.
ited Up-Bay City.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In
Rockland will manifest a lively
Belfast is not going to be left out
1846. In 1874 the Courlefr was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882 interest in a business deal consum of the limelight, not if the Belfast [John S. Barrows in the Boston drivers, and was hauling out fiftyEvening Transcript.]
The P ee Press was established in 1855. and
eight cannon of various sizes; a |
Journal knows itself. The follow
in 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. mated yesterday whereby three young
ing
clippings
arc
self-explanatory:
It
should
not require a great deal barrel of flints, and a quantity of j
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897
men well known locally take over
lead. Although hindered by season- '
• * • •

.Country’s Early History.

425 Main Street

I

Fine Record |n Spite of
Great Handicaps.

At tlie concluding meeting of the •
Community Chest campaign hold
last night In Temple hall the drivp
total reached $13,479.75. While not
making the grade of the $16,000 ob
of even forced interest, in these "sesqul’’ days, for Boston to give more able changes of winter, his train was jective. all concerned feel that tlie
than passing attention to the fact at Albany Jan. 5; and finally reached campaign was very much of a suc
that in Thomaston, Me., on Monday, Cambridge camp by March 4. The cess for this county has but very re
July 25, the citizens will observe the cannon were speedily installed in the cently sent $3,000 to the Mississippi
anniversary of the birth of one of entrenchments, and General Howe sufferers; death has claimed one of
their noted citizens of the past— woke up to tlie fact that he had heen the Chest's largest contributors
again.
With
two since last year, and the work of the
General
Henry Knox,
one-time out-generaled
Boston book-seller; later America’s strategic victories against him, to industrial division was admittedly
leave Boston for either “Hell, Hull much more difficult. Beyond question
or,Halifax” was better discretion than other contributions will materially
to remain to welcome the cannon swell the total. Seldom has so fine
balls whicli had been captured on the a spirit been manifest throughout a
brigantine “Nancy,” which beaded campaign and the workers unite In
for Boston from Ixmdon, was turned feeling that It Is a re«l success for
General Chairman Veazie and Secre
aside into the Continental “rebels.”
tary Lord of the Chamber of Co’m• * * *
A sect’on of Boston assumes to merce.
When Secretary Lord totalled the
celebrate this piece of strategy, each
figures at the Thursday noon lunch
recurring 17th of March, but few of
af Community Chest’s Campaign he
the celebrators or anyone else stop to
found the amount to be $12,431.65.
consider that it was primarily due
The day's collections amounted to
to the daring ingenuity and optimism
of tlie young Boston book-seller that $1,760 after this manner: Team 1,
$15.50;
Team 2, $253.00; Team 3,
the day became illuminated with vic
$40.50;
Team, 4, $161.00; Team 5.
tory to tlie patriot cause.
Team 6. $72.50; Team 7.
It is not necessary to catalogue here $113.00;
tlie many instances of efficient serv $101.00; Team 8, $29.75; Men's Divis
ice performed by Henry Knox dur ion, $176.50; Industrial Division,
ing the war, wliere lie advanced to $217.00; Executive Committee, $520.
The group enthusiastically accepted
first “Vauban," and successively: the rank of major general; but it is
provider of ordnanr^ which com interesting to turn over the pages of the task of raising the remaining
pleted the efficiency of the invest history far enough to note that ,on $3,500 with a dinner planned for Fri
ment of Boston, and compelled the March 27, 1794, President {Washing day noon and a concluding session
British army to evacuate It, on ton approved the act which had at 7.30 In the evening. A pleasing
feature of the session was the an
March 17, 1776; chief-of-ordna nee [ passed both houses of Congress, to
during the early part of the Revolu provide a naval armament, and that nouncement of a substantial check
tionary War; efficient on the staff of on April 12, following, tlie (Secretary given by the Lawrence Portland Ce
General Washington; commandant of | of War and acting Secretary of the ment Co.
The very palatable dinner with
the West Point fortifications; in- Navy, Henry Knox, acted promptly
stitutor of "The Cincinnati;” last in reply to a communication from roast beef and strawberry short
cake as high lights was provided by
commanding general of the Conti Joshua Humphreys, as follows:
the l.'niversallst Circle with Mrs.
nental Army: Secretary of War during
•. • • ♦
Susie Davis In chargta.
Mont I*.
President
'Washington's
adminis
War Office, April 12. 1794.
Trainer did the catering assisted by
trations, and finally with becoming
To Mr. Joshua Humphreys:
Mrs. Davis and this staff: Miss Ellen
dignity and discretion as Thomas
Sir—I request that you will
Cochran, Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Mrs.
ton's leading citizen; altogether one
please immediately prepare the
Bradford. Mrs. R. N. Marsh and Miss
of the most varied, notable anil bril
models for the frame of the
Hope Greenhaigh. It must lie borne
liant careers of any of the general
frigates, proposed hy you in your
in mind that tills dinner was con
officers of the Revolutionary 'War.
letter of this date, and also
tributed to Community Chest by tlie
It is somewhat difficult to Inspire
that you would please prepare
ladies as an aid to the campaign.
Bostonians with historical ardor dur
an accurate draft and Models of
This same fine gift was made hy
ing the season of mid-summer, but
the same; the latter to have the
Ihe Congregationalist and Catholic
since Henry Knox began his eventful
frames accurately described.
ladies at the preceding luncheons.
career near the foot of Summer
(Signed)
H. Knox.
Yesterday's luncheon saw one of
street on July 25. 1750, it is difficult
• * * *
Ihe Jolllest and best spirited gather
to rearrange the date; still since
Secretary Knox acted witli his
Thomaston is to exalt the memory usual promptness; wrote to Hum ings of tlie week which did full
of one of Boston's brilliant and phreys tlie same day, and showed an justice to the line dinner presented
worthy sons, at least passing notice understanding of the conditions to be hy the ladies of the First Baptist
Church.
The reports showed tlie
is proper.
met.
He kept in contact with totals swelled to $13,243.70 with a
• * • *
Humphreys thereafter, appointing record somewhat higher than last
Few of the events of the Revolu him constructor of the
frigate year's. Miss Alfreda Perry, captain
tionary iWar occurred in Massachu “United States’’ at Philadelphia, as
of the Ward Two Team, climaxed a
setts, but they concerned Boston well as maker of the moulds for the
week of unusual suecess with a final
particularly. The investment of the other vessels.
These moulds the collection of $258. The Rotary Club
town by the Minute Men Army, was Secretary urged to be “prepared with
attended in a body and contributed
remarkable even in military annals. all possible despatch’’ and sent to
some rousing
musical
numbers,
For a force better qualified for fight the Navy agents at the places of con
notably “Rweet Adeline,” under the
ing Indian-fashlon from behind trees struction.
direction of Homer E. Robinson with
or any convenient cover, to lay siege
Secretary Knox also sent 'Hum the ever effective and accommodating
to a tow’n was an undertaking of phreys on a tour of examination of
Nellie Snow at the piano.
importance; inasmuch as the town coast ports to select the most suitable
The dinner won the plaudits of the
contained trained and well-equipped for a dock-yard, on which he re
diners together with a vote of
soldiers, it was a daring enterprise. ported.
thanks and was in charge of Mrs. E.
Few if any of the officers of that
Secretary Knox was as interested
amateur army knew a ravelin from a in the const ruction of an efficient E. Hagar, Mrs. Jennie Bird. Mrs. E.
B. Ingraham. Mrs. I,. E. Flckett. Mrs.
curtain, or a traverse from a covered Navy as lie was Interested in mili
way; but out of Boston, on the night tary afTairs. and under his adminis Charles Whittemore, Mrs. C. F.
of the momentous 19th of April, came tration the infant developed to stout Simmons and Mrs. W. M. Little.
a youthful book-store keeper, with dimensions.
OPERATOR PRAISED
his charming wife, in whose volumi
On account of personal necessities
nous garments was quilted her hus Secretary Knox terminated his serv
band’s sword, which he had waved ice in the Administration of Wash Mrs. Dorothy Wood Invoked Phone
Assistance After An Accident
as a subaltern officer in “The Grena ington, Dec. 30, 1794, and in six
The ruurent Issue of Telephone
diers;” and this young man had em months was a citizen of Thomaston.
ployed some of his time in reading Me., in the vast area whicli had come Topics contains a portrait of a
Rockland operator, Mrs. Dorothy
and studying modern works on for into his possession.
“Montpelier"
The article which accom
tification, and he knew’ how to trace had been built for ids family, and Wood.
a system of entrenchments. Before in that noble residence he and his panied the picture says:
"On May 21. Mrs. Dorothy Wood,
Washington arrived to take com beloved Lucy lived royally.* Knox at
mand, this young man, Henry Knox, one time was employing 103 men in operator at Rockland. Maine, saw a
had such a system laid out and con his various enterprises of shipbuild young hoy struck down hy an auto
structed as caused General Washing ing, quarrying, brickmaking, lumber mobile. She rushed to the telephone,
ton and his aid, General Lee, to ex ing, farming and the numerous notified two doctors and the boy's
father at hla place of employment
press “the greatest pleasure and sur duties of a large estate. He retained
and generally proved of great help
prise at their situation and apparent the esteem of his earlier friends, and
In this emergency. The father of
utility,’’ as the young engineer wrote Washington corresponded with him
the boy. Carroll L. Cole, wrote to
to his wife, in Worcester. It is not on the most friendly terms. During Adelaide Holmes, chief operator at
surprising that wnen the selection the ten years of life accorded him In Rockland, in resard to the Incident
of an officer suitable to command the Thomaston lie was easily first citizen,
as follows:
regiment of artillery was t > be ap and so recognized by an admiring
" ‘Mrs. Cole and myself wish to
pointed, Washington’s recommenda community. On Oct. 25, 180ti, his thank you and your operators for
tion of Henry Knox w;i« confirmed death occurred from an intestinal in your prompt and careful service.
by Congress, and he at once arrived jury caused by a fragment of chicken Our emergency calls for doctors
at the rank and duties of Colonel, hone. He is buried in Thomaston, were handled very promptly and effi
who never before had commanded a and though in later years his man ciently. Your operator. Mrs. Doro
larger unit than a p’atoon. From the sion was destroyed, it is now tlie in thy Wood, should have her picture
first association, Washington found tention of tlie Knox Memorial Asso in Telephone Topics. She was an
in Henry Knox an intelligent and ciation to build a replica of “Mont eye-witness to this accident, and she
faithful aid and helper, and never pelier,” and to restore to it relics immediately rushed to a telephone,
found a trust misplaced, during all and furniture of the original man notified me at the store, got In touch
their later relations.
sion, much of which is still owned in with a doctor and did several things
• ♦ * •
Knox County, and is available for at once. Mrs. Wood had two doctors
But Colonel Henry Knox’s spec the purpose. It h estimated that and myself on the scene in four and
tacular achievements did not begin $190,000 will lie needed to complete one half minutes. In my opinion,
and end with a line of fortifications. the building, and to the fund Cyrus that shows what proper training will
Tlie entrenchments were perfectly If. K. Curtis recently gave $50,000 do.' ”
satisfactory, but there was not so that tlie construction is to be be
YOUR FAVORHE KUk-M
enough ordnance to properly equip gun soon.
Henry Knox belongs to Thomaston,
the long line between Dorchester and
If 1 had tn live my fife again I wouW
Somerville. Accordingly Knox came hy right of possession; lie belongs to
made a rule to read some poetry and
to the commander-in-chief with the Boston by right of inestimable serv have
listen
tn some music at least once a week.
startling proposition, to go to Ticon ices rendered.
The loss of these tastes is a loss of happi
deroga, the recent gift to the Ameri
ness.—Charles Darwin.
can cause from Ethan Allen, and
GERRANS CHURCHTOWN
haul the now unnecessary ordnance
The spire at Gerrans Churchtown. It stand#
WE WILL—
to Boston.
up hold and high.
iWashington studied the plans of
It stands above the harbor and sees the ships
Colonel Knox with much care and
go by;
BROADCAST
It sees long tides breaking from the Gull tc
■ deliberation, and then, recognizing
Lizard Head,
To the Public via
j that cannon must be secured by some
hook or crook, or the whole cam
paign might fall through long and
useless seige, or tlie works might
be charged by the British and easily
taken for lack of suitable defence, he
gave Knox permission, saying that
as the need of ordnance was so
great, “No trouble or expense must
be spared to obtain them.” Colonel
Knox estimated the probable ex
pense at not more than $1000.
In the mind of Colonel Knox the
undertaking was not uncertain. It
was in November that he left the
camp. He was at Ticonderoga Dec.
| 5, and by the 15th of tlie month he
was at Fort George on his way back,
having made forty-two strong sleds,
obtained eighty yoke of oxen with

RADIO, the

Dempsey-Sharkey

Bout, July 21st

The blue -lights and the searchlights. the
living and the dead

The lads of Gerrans Churchtown, a roving
breed are they.
With their mother’s milk they tasted the salt
wind and the spray ;
The sea was their first playmate, he licked
their feet with foam.
The lads of Gerrans Churchtown they could
not bide at home.
Tho lads of Gerrans Churchtown, they’re
where they’re wanted now.
cleave their fathers’ furrow, their
grandslres* field they plough.—
A field of nvany acres from Scapa Flow to
Nore.rAnd the old men pull the lifeboat, and the
youug lads watch the shore.

They

Is YOUR RADIO in good condi
tion to receive this event? Shall
we look it over?

• • • •

House-Sherman, Inc.

And will they come at king last ? . . . Ay.
surely they will come.
, Home day—a day to dream of. that brings
the Grand Fleet home—
| From peril, toil, and glory, and battles over
past.
| The bells of Gerrans ChuMitowu shall ring
them home at last.
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RACE

The Courier-Gazette !

•

Notary Public.

Next Week's Games
Monday—Belfast at Rockland.
Tuesday—Camden at Belfast.
Wednesday. Rockland at Camen.
Thursday—Rockland -at Belfast.
Friday—-Belfast at Camden.
Saturday—Rockland at Camden
1 p. m.
Saturday—Camden at Rockland
4 p. m.
....

Hear the Lord, and serve him in
truth with all your heart: for con
sider how gieat things he hath done
for you.—1 Samuel 12:24.

iWe have had several Inquiries as
to when the work Is to begin upon
the re-building of the State highway
between Rockland and Rockport,
which was some time ago announced
to be undertaken the present season.
Senator
Dwinal yesterday • tele
phoned The Courier-Gazette that he
had just had an interview with the
highway commission, who stated j
that delay had been occasioned by j
construction of the- Winthrop-Lew
iston highway, which Is now in the
final stages of completion.
Im
mediately
that
is
done—which
should be by the end of July—the
large construction crew will be at
once transferred hero and work upon
this Knox County piece of highway
pressed with a vigor that will in
sure its finish the present autumn.
This is good news.

The League Standing
Camden’s long lead has been ma
terially reduced as the result of her
two recent defeats, and from now on
the three well matcheJ teams are
going to make a fight that will
cause everybody to sit up and take
notice. This is how today.
Won
Lost
P. C.
Camden .................. 6
3
.666
Belfast .................... 5
4
.555
Rockland ............... 3
7
.360
• * * *
If the weather is fair this after
noon there will be two games—Bel
fast at Camden at 1 o'clock and
Camden at Belfast at 4 o’clock.

«• • •

Above is pictured Frederick K. Detwiller, one of

The rect-ipt of delayed subscrip
the best known artists of the present time, who is
tions to the Community Chest fund
the present month giving an exhibition of his Maine
should bring its total figuies close
to the indicated mark, but it is
coast marine^, scenes in Lafayette National Park,
proper to call the attention of citi
water colors and etchings at Camden Yacht Club.
zens whose pledges have not yet been
The exhibit will open tomorrow and continue
registered that their contributions
through August 1 0. The public is invited.
are earnestly desired, if you, kind
reader, have neglected for any rea
son to lend your help, do not let the
sun go down without joining in this
i vim and vigor rarely found in
STRAND THEATRE
1 troupes of professional mobs. The
splendid piece of community co-op
A good bill today—‘Driven Fr in
eration.
Home” and “King of the Saddle,’’ race track scenes were filmed at the
famous Tiajuana track on a Sunday
with talking pictures.
afternoon, when the crowd of al
Manager
Dondis
offers
a
big
fea

Upon the subject of carillons, to
most 20,000 persons included celebri
ture
for
Monday
and
Tuesday,
called
which frequent mention has been
ties of evfcv sort.
“Husband Hunters.”
It tells the
Kogell. by leather-lunged persua
made in this paper's musical de story of a quartet of chorus girls
partment, is sounded an added note who have foresworn gold digging for sion, got the crowds to take their
attention from the races in order to
of interest in the announcement that the more lucrative practice of meet perform the proper action for him as
comes from Philadelphia that on the ing young millionaires and mapping a background for the players in the
out a life of ease and comfort one
picture, and the crowd took the
Florida estate of Edward W. Bok.
the social scion is landed in the
of Camden's summer colony, is to matrimonial net. A young girl from movie-making quite good-naturedly.
“The Sunset Derby” boasts a large
he erected one of tiie finest carillons the coTTntry comes to New York to
cast with Mary Astor and Williafh
make
her
name
and
fame
on
the
in the- country, if not in the world,
Collier, Jr., in the featured roles.—
stage
and
she
becomes
involved
with
adv.
the plans for which are being drawn
her more sophisticated sisters of the
by Milton B. Medar.v, Jr. of Phila stage in the game of husband hunt
PARK THEATRE
delphia, president of the American ing. How this youngster breaks th
Today will be your last opportunity
Institute
of
Architects.
Fully rules and falls in love with a young
to see Jimmie Evans’ Musical Revue.
equipped the carillon will represent clerk to the consternation of a rich
man who is backing the sh w in There will be three shows—2.00. 6.30
an expenditure of close to $1,000,000
which she appears are the high 8.30. The seats will not be reserved
and will form an accompaniment to lights of the production. There is
"Time To Love” Raymond Griffith's
Mr. Bok’s famous bird sanctuary in a splendid cast headed by Mae Busch, new Paramount farce, will be shown
the grounds of his Florida home. In who is seen at her best as tiie sea Monday- and Tuesday. This story of
soned chorus girl. Others who coq- a young man who, disillusioned in
the development of the estate up to tribute to the splend'd ensemble 4?’r,ve. tries to commit suicide, only to
now he has stocked it with night the comedy drama are Charles De-bfall in love more violently than ever,
ingales and other song-birds of rare laney, Jean Arthur, a newcomer t i| Vera Voronina is the new object of
the screen, and a beautiful girl his affections while William Powell
types.
Duane Thompson, Robert Gain. Wal ’ proceeds to place such small obstacles
ter Hiers, Janies Harrison and the in his path as a pistol duel, an arrest
Turning for a moment from the charming Mildred Harris.—adv.
a wedding and finally a balloon as
cension with soldiers trying to punc
always attractive subject of Lind
ture the air bag. "Time to Love
bergh, now settled into a natural
EMPIRE THEATRE
was directed by Frank Tuttle, the
quietude, let us direct our admiring
The feature at the Empire today- maker of "Kid Boots.”—adv.
thoughts upon that other brilliant is Fred Humes in "Bronco Bt^-ter.”--------------------and modest example of American There is also the ninth chap er o.
The o]j Broadway baseball ground
n()W owned by tho Catholic Society.
young manhood, Bobby Jones, whose "The Fire Brigade.”
The world’s hig.iest priced c owd js being enclosed hy a cyclone fence,
performance this week upon the his
of "extras* worked gratis in the The object, however, is not to keep
toric links of St. Andrews has mob scenes for The Sunset Derby.” „ut cyclones.
aroused not alone the enthusiastic which comes as the featur- attraction _______________
----------------------admiration of the sportsmanlike for Monday and Tuesday.
The "extras” included a score or
Scottish golfers, but has elicited also
more of the leading stars of the pic
the applause- of sporting citizens ture industry, dozens of social lead-:
the world over wherever golf is ers and some of the wealthiest men
played. The more Lindberghs and in the West, and through the in
Joneses we can send to Europe the genuity of Albert Kogell, director of
the picture, the crowd acted wi h a
higher our country will loom in theestimation of our overseas critics.

Good-Bye!
Old-Fashioned
Tires!

INTERESTING
"

’ I

' t

Rockland portion of the crowd was
in ecstaeies when Delaney, the new
outfielder, followed with a double.
Pat French made a gallant attempt
to duplicate Delan'ey's feat but Mack
lay gathered in ihis long ifly and
Rockland had to be content with a
lie score. On the whole, however. It
had been a very happy inning for
those who were out of sympathy with
Aube.
The fifth inning produced Rock
land’s second score, and what proved
to be the last one of the game. The
boy who started it was our own
Charlie Wotton—the boy who seems
to have more and longer arms than
an octopus when wild heaves are
shied to first base. Charles ltd off
with a single, went second on Jimmy
Cole's sacrifice. Then the unexpected
happened, for reliable "-Shimmy"
Chamarde dropped a third strike,
leaving Davidson safe on first and
Wotton perched on third.
Merewether hit to MaMahon, who
hesitated, and then threw to firs'
allowing Wotton to score the run
which placed Rockland in the lead.
Walsh filed to Ogier and the soring
for this game was at an end.
", he game was called attar Cam
den had p.aye-d its half of the ueventh
inning. The score:

Rockland 2, Camden 1
The elements were out of sympa
thy with Thursday night's game at
Community Park, hut to the devoted
followers of the home team it was
Rockland
the most blissful night they had
ab r bh th po a e
spent there this season, for it marked
Merewether, 2b 1 1 0 J 2 1 1
Rockland's first victory in its own
Walsh. 3b ......... 1 0 0 0 1 1 0
bailiwick.
Loftus, rf ......... 3 0 0 0 4 1 0
The gathering storm clouds had a
Byrne, c ............. 3 0 115 2 0
tendency to keep hundreds of wouldDelaney, If
3 0 12
0 0
be patrons away, hut there was nev
French, cf ......... 2 0 0 0
ertheless a good sized crowd to join
Wotton, lb ....... 2 111
in the demonstration either for or
Cole, ss .............. 10 0 0
against Aube, late of the Rockland
Davidson, p ..... 2 0. 0 0
pitching staff.
The demonstration against fhe
18 2 3 4 21 9 1
twirler from Westbrook was confined
Camden
to derisive remarks, born of the be
.*
ab r hh lb po a e
lief that Rockland had not been get
1 1 0
ting the service from him that it was Wooles, ss .......... 3 0 0 0
paying for. And certainly that serv Jones, 2b .............. 3 1 2
4
3 1 0
ice did not compare with the strong McMahon, 3b .... 1 0 0 0. 1 2 0
7 1 0
game which he pitched for Camden Lee. lb .................. 3 0 0 0
2 0 0
Thursday night—a game which he Macklay, cf ........ 3 0 0 0
almost won because Davidson made Ogier, If ........... 2 0 1210 0
3 0 1
the mistake of lobbing one to him Chamarde, c .... 2 0 0 0
0 0 0
in the fifth. Aube hit the slow one Reynolds, rf .... 3 0 0 0
3 0 3 0
close to the foul line, and made three Aube, p ................ 2 0 1
bases on it. Had not Davidson easily
retired the next two batters Rock
22 1 4 9 18 9 1
land's name might not have read Rockland ......... . ..... 0 0 0 1 1 0 x—2
first in the title of this eventful Camden .................... 1 0 0 0 0 0 0—1
game.
Two-base hits, Delaney, Ogier.
Davidson, by the way, is the new Three-base hits, Jones, Aube. Bases
pitcher hired from the Lewiston New- on kails, off Davidson 3, off Aube 2.
England League team, and member Struck out, by Dayidson 6, by Aube
of the Holy Cross pitching con 3. Hit by pitcher, Ogier. Sacrifice
tingent. He pitches eqsily and grace I hits. Walsh 2, Cole. Stolen base.
fully, and while he was touched up Merewether. Umpires. McDonojgh
for several long hits, he kept all of and Conway. Scorer. Winslow.
them from counting, except in the
• • • «
first inning when an infield misplay
Rockland
4, Belfast 4
allowed Jones to score after making
The second tie game in the Maine
a pretty triple.
Twice thereafter
Camden had two men on, only to see Coast League was played in Belfast
their goal vanish because of two yesterday and Rockland was on the
smart double plays. It was a double other end of it. The tenth inning
play which also spoiled Rockland's was not played because it was get
excellent chance of scoring In the ting dark and almost raining.
Belfast was in the van 4 to 1 at
first inning.
The foundation for Rockland's joy the beginning of the eighth inning
was built In the fourth inning, when and the sky wasn’t the oaly dark
Merewether, with two strikes on him thing as seen from Rockland's angle.
Only twice had Pat French's men
succeeded in drawing a pass. He
advanced to second on a perfect sac unlimbered the heavy artillery. In
rifice by Walsh apd stole third. Lof the second inning Merewether came
tus, who isn't often guilty of such an across with a triple after Gray had
offense, fanned, and with two down walked. In the seventh inning Gray
Rockland’s hopes began to dim. The led off with a triple, but the next
joyous, ruddy-cheeked Byrne quickly three hatters were easily set down
banished the gloom with a single by Flinn, who had been giving a
which sent in the tying run, and the classy exhibition of twirling. Two

Building Soundly
We have invested over four
million dollars in the Paige-

When You Buy a New Refrigerator You Want To Know That It Is Economi
cal With Ice—That It Will Wear For Years—That It Will Keep Your Food
Sweet and Clean. The WHITE MOUNTAIN REFRIGERATORS Will Ful
fill Every Test. It Has Been the Standard New England Refrigerator For
Fifty Years.

SPECIAL—A sixty pound ice capacity refrigerator,
vfhite enameled lined. Three door front with sep
arate door for butter...................................................

thus providing substantial addi

tional working capital.

We have assumed full responsi

$36.00

A Beautiful, Cool
REED SUITE
For the sun parlor or living
room this suite is ideal. Fin
ished in two tone walnut and
upholstered in jacquard vel
our.
Deep
spring cushions
and u p h o 1 •
stered backs.

"ifwE s ■ ■ 111 i tuuii oi-

$93”

♦SC33Ss;gccccflcaqppo.cgoqpcqoc;acspfcpaacccGS33ac:

| Very easy terms of
payment can be ar>
ranged.

We Have a Won-1
~ derful Bridge Lamp
for—

BUKPEE
FURNITURE CO.
ROCK!

Belfast men were walked in the first
half of the eighth but a sharp
double play by Merewether, Cole and
Wotton averted the threatened dis
aster.
The crowd had been having lots
of fun with Byrne, who suddenly
turned the tables by knocking the
ball through right Held hedge for a
home run. The clout was a peach,
but it was worth any man’s money
to observe the sang froid with which
the
comedian-catcher
cantered
around the square.
Delaney- was
passed, only to be lagged out on
French’s hunt. Wotton died to Don
ovan. but Cole's double reduced Bel
fast’s lead to a single point. The
gap was closed in the last half of
the ninth with doubles by Mere
wether and the irrepressible Byrne. |
Gray gave the finest exhibition of
box work that any Rockland pitcher
has shown this season, holding Bel- ■
fast to five singles.
Cnarlie Small made another long J
hit, hut was called out for not j
touching second. The score:
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a e
Merewether, 2 b 5 1 2 5 0 3 0 1
Walsh. 3b ....
0 0 0 0 1 1,
Loftus, rf .... .... 4 0 0 0 3 0 o'
Byrne, c ...... .... 4 1 3 7 6 0 0 ;
o|
Delanev. If ... .... 3 1 1 1 1 0
French, cf ....
4 1 0 0 3 o o
Wotton, lb ... .... 4 0 1 1 13 0 Oi
Cole, 83 ........ .... 4 0 J •I 1 3 $
Gray, p ........ .... 3 1 1 3 0 4 0
1

36 4 9
Belfast
tb r bh
Cogan, ss .... .... 4 1 1
Campbell, If .... 4 0 1
E. Small, 2b .... 4 0 0
Kenyon, c .. .... 3 1 1
Paiement, 3b .... 3 1 1
McGowan, lb .... 4
0
2 1 1
<’ Small, cf ..
Dunovan. rf .... 4 0 0
Flinn, p ..... .... 3 0 0

Detroit Motor Car Company,

We of the more equable regions
of the east allow our sympathies to
run out to the super-heated denizens
of Boston and adjacent territory,
who in the midst of this present
week have turned longingly in their
thoughts to the coasts of Maine.
Here the raging heat of the sun has
been tempered hy winds blown from
hill and ocean. Come to Maine and
be happy.

William A. Holman of Portland lias
been a visitor in the city this week
on one of his periodical business
trips which serve to maintain close
association with the community which
was tiie home of his earlier years.'
Many readers of The Courier-Gazette
have spoken with high appreciation
of the series of sermonettes wliich for
several mouths past have been a
feature heading the Saturday church
column. The signed initials iW. A. 11.
have indicated to many the source
of these striking little bits of
preachment, though from every part
of the country there has come ac
knowledgment of the pleasure taken
In them hy readers who did not know
that Mr. Holman was the preacher.

r

Other Teams Are Now Within Hailing Distance of Camden
—-Byrne Hits a Homer.

Rockland. Maine, July 16, 1927.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle. who
on oath declares that he Is Pressman In the
office of The Courler-Oazetle. and that of the
Issue of this paper of July 14. 1927 there was
printed a total of 6420 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B MILLER,

The dreadful assassination in Dub
lin adds another sad paragraph to
the history of Ireland, so much of
which has been written in blood.
Five
men
in ambuscade—what
chance had the one? The world,
horrified at the cowardly and bloody
act, sorrows with all true friends of
■Ireland over the pathos and the
needlessness of It.

-■

ART EXHIBIT IN CAMDEN

THREE-TIMES-AWEEK

It is heartening to perceive the in
terest which the- Boston papers are
taking in the subject dear to us of
these parts.
"Since Gen. Henry
Knox was born here,” says the
Herald editor, "Boston has a very
real interest in the birthday celebra
tion which Thomaston, Maine, is
planning for July 25, and in the
$100,000 memorial building as well.”
In Knox’s time this was a Massa
chusetts outpost. The matter of a
Memorial should as much appeal to
the people of that State as it does
to the- people of Maine.

MORE

Every-Other-Day

-

MAINE

-

$4.50

WHY BURN YOUR NEIGHBOR’S
BUILDINGS
Or Risk Your Own Home When You Can Buy a

RUBBISH BURNER
for only $1.98
We Have a Very Complete Line of

Kitchen Wire Goods

DISH STRAINER, with Silver Shelf

39c

ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.

19 2711
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7Ae Sign of Satisfaction
My ! But you will bless the day a KINEO
Range is ready for business in your kitchen.

29 4 5 5 27 10 ll
Rockland ..... ... 0 1 0 0 0 0 9 2 1--4 ,
Belfast ......... ... 0 1 0 0 2 1 0 0 0- ->1
Two-base hit.% Merewether, Byrne,;
Cole. Three-base hits, Merewether, '
Gray. Home run, Byrne. Bases on |
halls, off Gray 5, off Flinn 5. Struck
out. hy Gray 5, hy Flinn 6. Sacri
fice hit, Paiement.
Double play,
Merewether, Cole and Wotton. Um
pires,
McDonough
and Conway.
Scorer, Winslow.
• • • •
Danny Martin has retired from the
Camden team on account of throat
trouble, and will handle the sports
department of the Camden Herald
Danny has been an excellent guardi
an of the initial sack and the team
is exceedingly fortunate in having,
such an excellent substitute as Lee,
who seems to he the Camden team’s
handy man about the house.

bility for management, and shall

continue to produce Paige sixes

and eights in their several price
fields.

Say goodbye to the old-fash
ioned balloon tires and come in
and see tho new-type AllWeather Tread Goodyear Bal
loon. Costs no more, but it's
certainly six big steps ahead
of the field.

• ♦ • •

It's
First
in

T raction
Safety
Slow,even tread wear
SUPERTWIST Carcass
)SU
(Qu ietness
An
Appearance

See tliis tire at c-ur
now !

The Community Park grandstand
proved its worth when Thursday
night's heavy shower came up. Many
of the fans much prefer the bleach
ers, but the bleachers were untenable
in such a downpour as that.

PAIGE

Your wife, as well as your sins, will
find you out.

store—

ROCKLAND

MOTOR MART

JONES

Main Street

MOTOR COMPANY
Tel. 1000
Rockland, Maine

NOTICE

* i

ROCKLAND, ME.
<#aa-a>

Notice h hereby given that Henry Wilson
Hardy of Tenant’s Ha bor In the County of
Knox and State of Maine has made applies
tloo to flhe Maine Board of Bar Examiners
for examination for admission to the bar
of the State of Maine at the session of the
Board to be held In Portland, Maine, on the
lint Wednesday uf August, A. IL 1927.
s
PHILIP O. CLIFFORD,
Secretary of the Board.

July 9-16 23

Thousands of New England housewives thorough
ly enjoy KINEO Ranges

KI-N-E-O is simply another way of spelling
' S-A-T-hS-F-A-C-T-IO-N, as far as Ranges are
concerned.

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 Main Street

Rockland

Tel. 1080

TRY OUR FOR SALE AND TO LET ADS.

TALK OF “THE TOWN

FAMILY REUNIONS
Aug. 4 Ingraham family, renohscot View
Grange hall, Glencove.
Aug. 10 Descendants of Ebenezer Hall,
Penobscot View Grange hall, Glencove.

'4

^u//er -

COMING NEIGHBORING EVENTS
July 17—Excursion to Old Orchard.
July 20—Recital by Misses Adelaide Cross
and Marlon Marsh at Universalist Church.
July 20—Midsummer fair at M. E Church.
July 20—Annual fair of Littlefield Memorial
Church.
July 25—Thomaston, Watts hall. Knox Me
morial public meeting with noted speakers.
Aug 4—-Universalist fancy work sale at
B. I’. W. room.
Aug 9 Concert benefit proposed Com
munity Club House.
Aug. 9—O. E. S. field day association at
Glencove.
Aug. 10—Horse racing at Knox Trotting
Park.
Aug
10 Midsummer Fair at Baptist
Church, Rockport.
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CHURCHES
into and under places
where you used to
clean by hand

announce /hty
SERMONETTE'

S^nnua/tya/e

Central iFire Station is now im
maculate, both apparatus floor and
dormitory, through the vigorous ef
Baseball at Community Park this forts of the regular crew. The color
afternoon at 2.30—U. S. S. Seattle vs. scheme throughout is eream, grey
Knox County Locals. No admission. and white.

The meeting of the Past Noble.
While engaged in shingling the J.
Grands Association has been post
poned until next month on account S. Gardner barn on the West Meadow
road this morning Prescott Powers
of sickness.
fell from a staging and was so seri
ously injured that he was taken to
Dr. IL V. Tweedie Is moving into Knox Hospital for observation.
the residence on North Main street
which he recently bought from Wil
liam S. Bishop.
This has been a busy week for the
V. F. Studley & Co. Weal estate
The Forty Club picnic committee agency which has sold two houses
deem it advisable to postpone the and a store including the Oney house
marine outing scheduled for tomor- on Columbia avenue, a house belong
ing to William Bishop and the Pat
rwo. Members kindly take notice.
terson store, Tillson avenue, and has
Miss Isabel Kirkpatrick will clerk bought for Investment the Walsh
at Carver’s book store the next three house on Park street and the Dr.
weeks while Miss Josephine La Alden house, Pacific street.
Crosse has her annual vacation.
It has been a lonesome jobi but
Elmer H. Waterhouse. former It has been completed at last, and
warden of the State Prison, died the result is highly satisfactory.suddenly at his heme in Portland Reference is made to the painting of
the Interior of Strand Theatre which
yesterday from a stroke of apolexy.
task has been performed wholly by
Dr. Neil A. Fogg and Albert S. Austin Brewer, who has decorated
Peterson are among the Legion the walls in two shades of rose and
The
naire’s who will attend the National gilded the proscenium arch.
transformation
has
been
very
Convention in Paris in September.
marked.

Jesus Loved Men

anc/ S’Jttpud/

Qfiuytnp

Schooner ChaiieS Kllnck Is loading
paving at Long Cove.

^t'ne

82-tf

(SS

DANCE
TONIGHT

fam

Harmony
Boys
Taxi
Service
Kittredge’s
Drug Stort

AM

FRED JUDSON
t

BICKNELL

____________________

President of Livingston Manufacturing Company Is Dead
—Was a Soldier In the Civil War At 14.
The end of a busy and eventful of $9000 was not sufficient to carry on
career—devoted always to the wel the present business to say nothing
fare and upbuilding of the com of further developments, and expan
munity in which he lived—came yes sion, so in August of that year the
terday with the death of Fred J capital stock was increased to $50,000.
Bicknell, who at the time of his Additional stock was sold and the
death was president of the Living added capital allowed the company
ston Manufacturing Company. The to purchase new equipment, make
funeral services will be held Sunday more favorable contracts for steel,
afternoon at 2 o’clock from the fam and carry a better stock of mer
ily residence, 12 Knox street.
chandise.
Mr. Bicknell was born in LaCrange
In 1894 the corporation bought the
July 6. 1850, the youngest of three Tuckerman property on Crockett Point
sons of Benjamin R. and Leantha erected a large wooden building and
(Coburn) Bicknell.
The brothers. installed additional equipment. An
Frank and Charles made the su- other important step in the success
preme saeriflee in the Civil War of the industry was achieved in 1899
which had enlisted the valuable when the company bought a secret
services of all three, although Fred process for the manufacture and heat
was Im't 14 years of age when there treatment of granite splitting wedges
came to him the coveted opportunity
The business continued to expand
of shouldering a gun in defense of and with it came the expansion of
his beloved Union. After the war the plant itself, the first 125 feet of
he served for a while in the United the present brick structure being
States Navy.
built in 1965. Later the capital stock
He finally came ashore to gratify was increased from $50,000. to $200,another ambition by devoting himself 000. Several competitors were ab
to educational pursuits/ as a student sorbed in this steady march of prog
successively at Maine Central In ress and new departments of the In
stitute, Coburn Classical Institute dustry were established.
....
and Colby College. He worked his
Mr. Bicknell was manager of the
way through these institutions by
earning tuition money on a farm, Limingston Manufacturing Company
and il was with justifiable pride that until Dec. 31, 1922, when he was suc
he received his degree from Colby ceeded by his son, Putnam Perley
Bicknell, whose administration ha?
in the class of 1877.
Then began a career in the min- been a continuation of the shrewd
istry which was cut short by ill management shown by the father,
health. He preached first in Mon and a replica of the elder Bicknell’s
son, then Milo, and was doing notable ambition and enterprise. F. J. Bick
work as pastor of the Columbia nell was elected, president of the cor
Street Baptist Church in Bangor poration Jan. 1, 1925, and was serv-:
when his physician warned him that ing in that capacity at the time of
his death.
he must desist.
The widespread interests of the
It was a bitter disappointment to
leave his chosen field, and served to Livingston Manufacturing Company
alter the course of his career. Com necessitated trips to all parts of the
ing to Rockland he established the I country., and these Mr. Bicknell
business known as the Bicknell Tea ' thoroughly enjoyed
His last trip
Store,, which he conducted for a was made about a year ago, and in
cluded attendance upon the national
number of years.
« • • •
convention of the Grand Army of the
The next and longest chapter in I Republic, held in Des Moines. It was
his career deals with his connection \ following this trip that there came a
with the Livingston Manufacturing i break in his health so definite as to
Company, a concern which was serve warning that his activities must
unique in the respect that its exist- . cease.
ence did not depend upon local
Mr. Bicknell was first president of
natural resources, it was incorpor the Rockland Y. M. C. A. and died
ated April 4, 1893, for the purpose of cherishing the hope that it would
manufacturing, repairing and sharp Rome day be reestablished on a per
ening stoneworking tools, and deal manent basis. He was |also first
ing in supplies used by the granite president of the Baptist Men’s
industries, incorporated capital be- League, and before his fatal illness
ing $9000.
began was looking forward eagerly
The first officers were:
John to the celebration of its 25th anrfiBlethen, president; G. H. Blethen, versary, which is to be held in Oc
vice president; M. A. Johnson, sec tober. At the time of his death lie
retary; G. H. Blethen, treasurer. Mr. was serving as quartermaster of Ed
Bicknell was engaged as general win Libby Post, G. A. R. His stamp
of approval was placed on all in
manager.
The original plant was located at stitutions and movements which aid
148 South Main street, in the build ed in the city's physical and spiritual
ing now occupied by C. VV. Living growth. He was a friend to man.
The death of his wife (formerly
ston Company, the equipment con
sisting of one trip hammer with Helen M. Crowell) which took place
forge, one ordinarj' blacksmith’s ! two months ago, was a great blow
forge, one small drill press and. an • to him. The surviving children are
emery wheel stand. The business im- ■ Miss Edith C. Bicknell, Helen M„
proved rapidly and in the early part wife of Osmond A. Palmer; and Putof 1894 it was realized that a capital I nani P. Bicknell.

Maynard Demmons and Fred Raye
Charles L. Robinson resumed his
were held for the September term of
court yesterday on the charge of duties as clerk in Burpee & Lamb’s
larceny of musical instruments from store today after a fortnight’s va
cation which-was largely devoted to
a cottage at Bay Pointy
taking in the league ball games, ma
Farmers who have been trying to jor and minor. A notable departure
harvest their hay between showers from this program was participation
tliis week have been strongly tempt in a bridge party at his home town
ed to use certain phrases which are, of Warren and his winning of first
not approved in ordinary conversa prize. Alfred E. Keyes leaves the
store Monday on his vacation, part
tion.
of which will be spent with bis
The Camden street blockade will daughter in Concord, N. H.
be lifted in comparatively few days.
The dance given by Winslow-Hol
The traveling public is looking
longingly at that lieautiful stretch brook Post In the Arcade Thurs
of cement highway, and anxious to day night for the officers and enlist
ed men on the U. S. S. Scottie proved
put wheel to it.
very pleasant affair, and there
Members of the American Legion would probably have been a much
Auxiliary of Union invite the mem larger attendance of local people
bers of Rockland Pest and Auxiliary had they known that Admiral C. F.
to join them at their annual picnic Hughes and his staff were to favor
at Cruwford Pond next Tuesday. the occasion with their presence.
The Admiral's personal orchestra
Take lAx lunch and cups.
of 12 pieces furnished music, sing
ing as well as playing. This feature
The first floor of the newest wing
was greatly enjoyed by the dancers.
of Knox Hospital is on, and the sec
ond floor will be on the coming week.
The Courier-Gazette wishes to cor
The W. H. Clover CM. hopes to have
rect the erroneous impression, cur
tiie new wing completed by early
rent in some quarters, to the effect
fall.
that there will be trotting at Knox
Park on Shriners’ Day. Such is not
Perhaps you have sometimes won
the case. The next race at Knox
dered how long 1t takew the State
Park will be on Aug. 10, and the
ferryboat Gov. King to cross the
Kennebec ‘River. According to Tom stables are already sizzling with
gossip as to what will probably take
Morrison, the concessionaire, aboard
tiie boat it takes four minutes and place on that eventful day. It is said
that Buster Richardson of Water
10*4 seconds.
ville and Win Ingraham of Bangor
A considerable group of hardy will have a finger in the pie, to say
souls braved the fog showers last nothing of that fine string that
evening and listened to an excellent Franny” Simmons is going lo bring
concert by the band from the-U. S. S. over from Lewiston.
Seattle. There was no withholding
The exquisite bouquet upon the
of applause for the band was one of
the best ever heard in this com- editorial desk, wdilch has elicited
much admiration from visitors, was
miinit.y.
placed there by Landscape Gardener
Heistad of Rockport to Illustrate tiie
A considerable portion of
great success he has had with the
post office ceiling crashed to
floor the other night, making a dent Japanese flower lawn which he late
in its surface and leaving traces as ly developed on the grounds of the
though the place had been visited by summer place of E. Clarence Miller
a cyclone. The mere fact that It of Philadelphia, near the Samoset.
happened after hours is the only The method Mr. Heistad employs is
reason that the incident does not to mix thoroughly hundreds of varie
ties of flower seeds, then broadcast
carry a casualty list.
them and covef lightly with soil.
The local chapter of the Red Cross The result Is a lawn of unique and
Is pleased to announce that Robert striking beauty, such as the Miller
B. Miller. National Life Saving lawn now presents and of which the
Field
Representative
will
visit bouquet here alluded to ofTers illus
Dockland and vicinity August 20 to tration.
23. Mr. Miller will hold two-hour
classes daily and will also give the
To gratify curiosity of Inquiring
examiner's test to those qualified friends of sporting, tendencies with
Any one interested in this work respect to the game of golf played at
should notify its local Red Cross of the Country Club Thursday, the
LINDBERGH’S CLEAR HEAD
fice at an early data
statement is made on authority that
in the foursome Rhodes and Buffum
['New York Postl
"
Rockland will play in Togus to so thoroughly defeated Massee and
morrow, bring over their dub, and Fuller that the score card was vio
Colonel Lindbergh Is continuing
endeavor to even up old scores when lently torn up, lest its painful de his remarkable career of doing the
It crosses bats with the Warriors at tails should find their way into print. right thing at the right moment.
the National Home Park. These To this overwhelming result the re We have all been worrying about
friendly enemies are the greatest markable putting of Buffum greatly his future. We did not want him
drawing attraction in the baseball contributed, sinking ball after ball to become a movie actor; we were
circles and each year the gate at
with a single put, some of them glad when he put his heel down firm
tendance grows larger on account of
from the far edge of the green. In ly upon the plan to make him the
tiie rivalry.
Last season Togus
the side match Dr. Massee defeated beneficiary of a large fund to be
scalped tiie Knox County boys twice
Fuller two up. The Boston visitors, raised by public subscription. Those
6-6 and 6-3 but tho East Coasters
of us who were not too utterly
are more than anxious to square who are members of the Woodland idealistic, however, wanted to Ree
Golf Club, returned home by the
tilings up and bring the bacon back
him make some money out of his
to tiie coast. The management lias evening steamer, highly pleased with marvelous exploit. We wanted, too.
Rockland
’
s
golf
course
and
expressing
been very fortunate in hooking this
to see him follow his impulse to “aid
club and the fans will lie given an the desire to play it soon again.
the development of aviation." Re
opportunity to witness one ot the
ports about him today are to the ef
"The
Pond
Lily
King,
”
who
In
Const League teams in action. The
fect that he is to do the latter, if
' contest promises to lie hot from the every day life is Fred W. Gray of not the former. It is rumored, out of
Camden,
is
again
distributing
time the umpire calls "play" until
the silences into which he has mod
the last hatter is edging Ills way fragrance on Rockiand streets, as he estly sunk himself, that he Is to
has
done
consecutively
for
44
years.
back to the bench.
tour the country In his airship.
This season he made his first trip
“We" for a fortnight, at least,
Into
town
on
his
birthday,
July
.Hello Bill! Where arc. you going
speaking on tiie sieed for airports
Fourth,
and
found
all
customers
glad
Sunday? Let’s go down to Ingraham
and other similar developments in
to
see
him.
Our
changing
summers
Hill and have some of Everett’s de
the United States. He Is planning lo
licious ice cream. Special for Sun have affected his business, also, and do this under the aegis of the Daniel
instead
of
coming
here
for
three
day,
Pineapple
Sherbert.
Tel,
Guggenheim Fund for the Promotion
months each season he feels fortu of Aeronautics, probably the most
479-W.—adv.
nate to get in a month and a half. powerful single influence for avia
His latest visit last year was Aug. tion’s future that we have in the
LOST—WRIST WATCH 29, but one season lie was able to United States. Nothing could .be
continue his traffic as late as Sept. more titling than such a tour. Noth
Ladies' Gold Wrist Watch, Wal 18. They did not have frosts in July ing probably would be nearer Lind
tham, at Public Landing, Thurs and August those days. iWheil he bergh’s heart. He would be devot
day. Finder please notify DR. F. began to sell pond lilies here Mr. ing his efforts to making America
O. BARTLETT, 41 Limerock St., Gray timidly charged 10 cents a understand what she must do for
Rockland. Tel. 982
cJ-Stf
dozen, and was glad to give three flying. And he would be doing it
dozen for a quarter. Now he re- without personal aggrandizement
ceives as high as fl a dozen some
portions of the year. iHis first trip
Baked beans, steaming hot brownto Rockland was afoot—probably bread and beet pickles will be spe
barefoot, at that. Then Mr. Higgins cial Saturday night numbers on the
LET’S GO !
gave him a ride down on the old Two 'Steps Inn menu. This cosy
stagecoach. When the trolley line little inn is located just over the top
See Page Six
succeeded the stage coach Mr. Gray of Ingraham Hill and lias attained
in on fhe first car. He is well a great reputation for fine cookery
V. P. H. , rode
known to several generations of! and ices together with reasonable
76-T-S-tI
I prices. C’m’on down.—adv.
summer visitor*.

“ON MY SET’
The scarcity of news in this
department the past week or so
has been whotty due to the fact
that the electrical storms have
caused abnormal
static, and
made broadcasting hardly a
source of pleasure. The local
fight fana are hoping it will dis
appear before the DempseySharkey scrap is broadcast next
Thursday night.

Here it a lament from the
Portland Evening Express:
“Station WGY of Schenectady,
the most powerful broadcasting
station in the country has been
ordered to share its radio fre
quency with some of the midwestern stations.
We don’t
know as it makes so much dif
ference around here for since
the commission
has tucked
WCHS along side the New York
station most of us around here
can’t get it."

— •••

Speaking of laments, here is
another from the Belfast Journal:
“The radio dealers in Belfast
met Monday evening and agreed
to bear the expensd of buying a
Radiola 26 to be used to detect
disturbances from electric wires,
electrically operated mechanical
devices and telephone and tele
graph lines. The annoyances
will be reported to the parties
causing them.”

I

To Eliminate Your

I

RHEUMATISM

I

Taka Buxton’a Rheumatic Speeifte. Try
it. You will eel regret IL For sole at
all leading Drug Stores. Let ut tend
you a booklet. The Buxton Rheumatic
Medicine Co., Abbot Village, Maine
l»-a-tf

Jesus was friendly. He loved
other men. He (flighted to visit.
We know of his friendship for
Lazarus, Mary and Martha, He
talked witli rich and poor,' with
centurions and rulers, and with
the woman of Samaria—in tlieir
homes, at Hie well, beside the sea.
He healed, taught and prayed for
them; above ail, loved them.
This beautiful story show's, his
democracy;
It came to pass, as Jesus sat
at meat in tiie house, behold many
publicans and sinners came and
sat down with him and with his
disciples.
When the Pharisees
saw it they said unto his disciples,
"Why eateth your Master with
publicans and sinners?"
Jesus said, "They that he whole
need not a physician, but they
that they are sick. I am not come
to cail the righteous but sinners
to repentance.”
IW. A. H.

♦ * » •
The Gospel Mission services wil.
lie held Sunday afternoon at 2.30 and
in the evening at 7.15, conducted by
Herbert Elwell.
1
* « • «
A the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject, "From God
To Man." The Pilgrim Choir will
sing.
• • • «
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning service at 11 o'clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, "Life." Sun
day School at noon. Tiie reading
room is located at 400 Main street,
over Daniels’ jewelry store, and is
open each week day from 2 to 5
o'clock.
• • ♦ •
At St. Fetor's Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services
for tomorrow will he appropriate for
the Fifth Sunday after Trinity:
Holy Communion at 7.30; morning
prayer and sermon at 10.30. Even
song and sermon at St. John Baptist
Church, Thomaston at 7 o'clock.
• * * •
Services at the Salvation Army to
morrow will be: Holiness meeting,
11 a. tn.; Sunday School at 2 p. m.
anij public meeting at 8 p. m. A
public meeting will be held Wednes
day at 8 p. m.; Holiness meeting
Friday at the same hour and a praise
service Saturday evening at 8
o’clock.
• * • *
Chauncey R. Stuart will speak at
Littlefield Memorial Church Sunday
morning at 10.30.
The choir will
render two anthems and thei’f will
he a violin selection by J. Paul
Jameson.
Bible School meets at
noon and Young People's service
comes at 6.15. Pastor Stuart speaks
at 7.15 and there will be a selection
by a mixed quartet.
» * * .
,
At the Pratt Memorial M.
E.
Church on Sunday morning
Mr.
Dunstan will speak on "ThePerfect
ing of The Race.” Miss Marianne
Crockett will he the soloist. Church
School at noon. Evening service at
7.15 with congregational singing of
J. Greenleaf Whittier’s hymns and
music by a quartet. The subject of
the address will be "The Cultivation
of the Imagination." Prayer ser
vice on Tuesday with subject for
conversation,
"Stewardship
of
Prayer.”
• * • *
The Community Daily Vacation
Bible School enters upon its last
week on Monday, and will close by a
public demonstration on Thursday
evening in the M. E. Church. All the
parents of the children and interest
ed friends are invited to be present.
Tiie children will give a program of
their school and will prove the value
of tiie institution by expressing what
thej have been taught. Miss Brawn
and her loyal helpers will be in
charge, (in Friday the school will
have a picnic.
* • • *
Rev. O. W. Stuart, pastor of the
Littlefield Memorial Church, will be
the speaker at the First Baptist
Church Sunday morning at 10.36 and
Rev. IW. S. Rounds of the Congrega
tional Church will speak at the even
Ing service at 7.15. James J. O’Hara
will be the organist for the day and
special music will he furnished by a
quartet: Miss Adelaide Cross, so
prano, Mrs. Gladys Morgan, con
tralto, Osmond A. Palmer, tenor and
Fred S. Sherman, bass. The prayer
meeting on Tuesday evening at 7.15
will be in charge of the deacons. The
Sunday School will meet at the close
of the service on Sunday morning.
Do you want to see a circus badly
enough to go to Brunswick. Downey
Bros.' show will he there one week
from today. Downey’s forces now
travel hy means of 81 automobile
trucks, making quick time from
place to place and visiting Koine
towns whicli it was not feasible to
visit in the days when It was
railroad show. Gardner is also in
tiie itinerary, Downey showing there
next Friday.
You need your awnings now.
They will keep your home or store
cool and comfortable. Many hand
Some patterns, prices reasonable
See or write Rockland Awning Co.,
Inc, J. M. Richardson. Tel. 1072-M
84*86

llow do you now clean the corners? And.
under the radiators? By hand, with a broom
or dust brush—because you haven’t a
cleaner which does this work?
With the Royal you can do more of your
cleaning ana even polish the floors—the
t-asy way. You vacuum your rugs thoroughly
... aad then you go right on and clean your
hardwood floors, even the hard-to-reach
places, by vacuum.

Naturally you're looking for all the housecleaning help you can get. Ask for a
demonstration of the Royal which does
more of the work. You’ll he amazed to see
how much more it does than you expect.
Just drop in today, or telephone.

The NEW

ROYAL

ELECTRIC CLEANER and POLISHER

^8°

'evt

A. T. THURSTON

CHARLES G. KIFF
Charles Germaine Kiff, who died
July 7, at the age of 77 years, had
long been a resident of Rockland.
He was born in Morrill in 1850 and
passed his early childhood there. He
conducted a grocery business at The
Meadows for 46 years; first wilh Ills
father; later alone. In 1920 he sold
out and bought a residence at 20
Maple street, where he lived until
his death. In 1899 he married Miss
Elizabeth Lord of Rockland, who died
two years later.
Mr. Kiff during his life made many
close friends. All of his acts of
charity will never be known, but his
many known deeds will never be for
gotten, He always stated that there
was no such thing as "luck;" all luck
could be was “hard work.”
In his quiet, unassuming way, he
brought sunshine into many lives by
his unfailing kindness and practical
advice.
He “took his fun where he found
lt" but never caused harm to an
other. He loved birds and animals
and took the greatest of pleasure in
driving about the countryside, living
in the outdoors and In the enjoyment
of sunshine and flowers. He passed
quietly and quickly in the arms of
his oldest and dearest friend. He
had waited for this friend to come
to him, a young man whom he had
loved from childhood.
The day of the funeral, July 9.
was one of the few beautiful of sum
mer.
His earthly remains lay
quietly surrounded by beautiful flow
ers and lifelong friends. There wa?
no impressive procession. No sol
diers with reversed arms. No draped
colors nor dirges. His friends simp
ly followed him to his last resting
place. Late that afternoon two birds,
which he had partially turned which
'were nesting In a tree on his lawn,
chattered about. They were callir«
to their friend. A neighborhood doR
passed, hanging Ills head. A child
was crying. They had all lost a
friend.
Charles Kiff is dead but his soul
will live on and on. The true beauty
of his life will always remain and
many a man is thanking God that a
man like him once lived.
(Contributed).

BORN
Havener—.Rockland, July 15. to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert K. Havener, a son.
Bupllsea Rockland, July 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin E. BuplUeu, a daughter.

MARRIED
O’Brien Johnson—Tenant’s Harbor. July 11.
by William E. Sheerer, J. I’.. George Arthur
O’Brien and Bertha i.Marlon Johnson, both of
Windsor.

DIED

Two Two-Room Camps

TO LET
At Hosmer Pond
• • • •
Nice Bouquets made up for the
Cemetery at 35c each
Annual Flower Plants, 2 dozen
for 35c
Also Cabbage, Cauliflower, Celery,
Tomato and Pepper Plants
For Sale
• • • •

Edwin A. Dean
Tel. 1181-M

ROCKLAND

Call 648 for demonstration.

444 Main Street, Rockland.

Moulton —Rockport, July 12. Oliver C.
•Moulton, aged 87 years. 6 months, 1 day.
Vurrlfer—4’aniden. July 14. (ieltle W. <turrier. aged 73 years.
Stahl—Rockland, July 15. Alvetia A., widow
of John I>. Stahl, aged 89 years, 1 month.
4 days.
Funeral Tuesday ufternoonat 2
o'clock.
Gllchrest—*St. Georg?, July 14. James A.
Gilchrest, aged 67 years, 4 months, 27 days.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock.
Bicknell—Rockland. July 15, Fred J. Bick
nell. aged 77 years, 8 days. Funeral Bunday
at 2 o’clock from the Knox street residence.

The U. S. S. Seattle baseball team
will play a picked team from Rock
land and Thomaston at Community
Park tills afternoon at 2.30. No ad
mission will lie charged.

It would be hard to convince the
men from tho U. S. S. Seattle that
Rockland is not a wet town. It ha9
rained some portion of nearly every
day since they struck here.

Al the Sign of ” _
|! North National Bank:

AW

J. W. McIntosh, Comp
troller of the Currency, says:
"Maine Bankers are scientists
in the investment of money.”
We have been “Maine
Bankers" since 1854.

From a small beginning
the institution has grown to its present
size; RESOURCES over $2,500,000.
Your account is invited.

There has never been a single failure
of a National Bank in Maine.

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

To Holders of
Second Liberty Loan Bonds
SECOND LIBERTY LOAN BONDS have been

called for redemption on November 15, 1927, and will

cease to bear interest on that date.

IMPORTANT—Prior to November 15, 1927, the

Secretary of the Treasury may extend to holders of

Second Liberty Loan Bonds the privilege of exchang

ing their bonds for other securities of the United States
Government.

The bonds should be presented on or prior to No

vember I 5, 1927, and this Bank offers its services to
holders in effecting the redemption.

CARD OF THANKS
The undersigned wish in this manner to
express their appreciation and thanks for
the loving care and thought shown our
mother and grandmother In her last illness,
particularly to Mrs. John Sherer, Dr. Keller
and undertaker Harold Simmons and for the
lieautiful floral offerings sent by the nelglibo-s.
Mrs. Ellie 8. Rich, Mr. and Mrs Henry
A. Simmons and family, Mr and Mrs. Elvin
O. Richards, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thump
son.

Rockland Savings Bank
Rockland, Maine'
14-S-tf

Every-Otlier-Day
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the grease and oils which hold
the dirt in your ring or bracelet,
Oakite Is Revolutionizing breaking them up into tiny par
ticles. Then the dirt may be
Washing of Glassware, easily and gently cleaned away
Jewelry and Garments.
with a soft, fine brush.

. CLEANING MARVEL

The PERFECT Motor Fuel
FOR THE. NEW HIGH COMPRESSION MOTORS!

The announcement of the development of high com
pression motors mark* a new era in the advance of
motor efficiency.

ETHYL GASOLINE ha* mad* it possible.
Soon the use of ETHYL GASOLINE will be uni
versal.

Fill your tank with WALBURN ETHYL GASOLINE
today and be assured of the highest degree of motor
efficiency.

Thurston Oil Co.

It is not the Original
cost, but the up-keep
that sells R U D Y Fur
naces. Call us or come
in and ask us about
the price of a RUDY
HEATER for your
home.

SLEEPER BROS.
PLUMBING ANO HEATING
245 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

SIMON K. HART
Manufacturer of Cemetery Work
Cor. Brick and Pleasant Street*
ROCKLAND, ME.

ALL KINDS OF BUILDING MATERIALS
PRICES RIGHT
SERVICE RIGHT
Agents for "BESTWALL” (The Best Plasterboard Made)
ATLAS PAINTS. MURPHY VARNISHES

W. J. ROBERTSON
THOMASTON, ME.

TELEPHONE 124-3

Wholesome Bod)
Ttsty Meals

What woman does not literally
hate to wash milk bottles—par
ticularly if they nave stood a
while? And an easy, almost
magically simple way of washing
them is indeed welcome!
By a new principle in cleaning
—grease, which binds the other
milk ingredients to the sur
face of the bottle, is broken
up into tiny particles. When this
is done both the dirt and the
grease are easily washed away.
This simple process of emulsifi
cation, as it is called, has until
recently heen generally used only
bv cleaning experts in dairies, ice
cream plants, food factories, etc.
Now that it is becoming better
known, housewives are indeed
glad to take advantage of this
easy method whereby all that is
necessary to clean a dried or
sticky milk bottle is to shake a
bit of cleaner into the bottle, fill
it partly with hot water and
shake—when, presto—a spark
ling, clean bottle is the magical
result!
Cleaning Jewelry at Home
Does your jewelry look beau
tifully lustrous and new? Or is
its beauty dimmed by an alnm
invisible film of dirt ... by small
particles lodged in the setting or
in crevices of filigree work?
Instead of waiting for that in
definite “some day” when you
are going to take it to the jewel
ers to be cleaned, why not
clean it yourself at home? It is
possible to do this easily and
safely—by using a principle in
cleaning new to most American
women, but long familiar to the
best gold and silversmiths and
to makers of fine jewelry.
To clean silver necklaces,
rings, pins, etc., you need only an
aluminum pan filled with warm
water and a bit of the harmless
cleaning powder used for this
purpose. Just immerse your sil
ver jewelry in this solution, be
ing sure to have each piece come
in contact with the aluminum.
By this simple electrilytic proc
ess, as it is called, the black ox
ide or tarnish on the silver is re
moved in just a few minutes—
without any rubbing or polishing
and without scratching or mar
ring the surface in the least.
Even the crevices and filigree
work, usually so difficult to
clean, will come out bright and
lustrous.
This same solution will also
clean settings which have small
particles of dirt wedged in their
crevices. By this new principal
of cleaning, the solution acts on

KEEPSM7L/NG
i GET YOUR
* HEALTH
* WHERE OTHERS
RECEIVED THEIRS

WALDOBORO
Ernest Waltz has returned to Bos
ton after a visit at the Waltz home
stead.
Clarence Reed of Bath has been a
recent guest of his mother. XIrs. I.
G. Reed.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard de Mutelie
have been in Boston.
Mrs. Mary Mathews and Miss
Nellie Burkett of Needham. Mass.,
are at the Heron cottage, Martin's
Point.
•
Mrs. Walter Bartlett of St. Louis,
Mo , and Mrs. Thomas »Jones of
iWUlimantic, Conn., are visiting Mrs.
G. J. Kuhn.
Mrs. Thomas Foley of Boston has
opened her former home here for the
summer.
The Star Club will meet with Mrs.
C. B. Stahl Wednesday of next week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Storer have
been in Portland this week.
Miss Laura Whitcomb, who has
been spending her vacation with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Whit
comb. has returned to Portland.
John N'ewburn of New York is vis
iting Mr. and Mrs. Foster Jameson.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Robertson of
Somerville, Mass., have opened their
home here for the summer.
Miss Edna M. Young has returned
from Portland where she spent last
week.
Mrs. Jennie Benner has gone to
New Hampshire.
Miss Faye Keene has gone to
South Hadley, Mass., where she will
take a special course in German at

Mount Holyoke College. She was
accompanied by her sister. Miss
Jessie L. Keene.
Mrs. Carrie Miller has returned
from Freeport where she has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. K. L.
Deymore.
Mrs. L. B. Hall Is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. George iW. Simmons.
Capt. Millard Wade has returned
from a four months' trip to Ber
muda.
Mrs. Margaret Ferner of Worces
ter. Mass., is visiting Mrs. Irving P.
Bailey. 'With Miss Gladys Bailey
and Mrs. 1. S. Bailey they motored to
Weld for the weekend.
Mrs. Willard Wade lias returned
from New York.
Mrs. Charles Rgwe and Miss I^aila
Waltz went to Portland Wednesday.
Miss Waltz will rimain for a visit
with her sister, Mrs. Thomas Kings
bury.
Miss Alice Smith has returned to
her home at Augusta after teaching
a very successful term of school at
Friendship.
The many admirers of Thomas
Meighan will he glad to see him in
his latest starring vehicle “Blind
Alleys" at the Star Theatre tonight.
This vivid picture is made up of
matrimonial intrigue that comes near
being tragedy with one of Meiglian's
famous crook characterizations to
give it zest. Greta Nissen has the
leading feminine role.
About one-elghtli of the total
school population of Wyoming. 6,225
school children, were transported at
public expense to and from school
during 1925-26. Approximately onethird of the rural pupil population
of the State is thus transported. Ac
cording to statement of the 'State de
partment of education. 27 new routes
have heen established since June.
1925. made necessary by the consol
idation of small schools.

GRANITE ROCK BOTTLING WORKS
MANUFACTURERS OF BEVERAGES
ACME OF PURENESS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME,

FOR 8ALE EVERYWHERE
TEL. CAMDEN 152-3

BRASS FOUNDRY
FIRE NOZZLES, METAL STAMPINGS
BRASS FOUNDRY WORK, MACHINE WORK

CARLETON

COUPLING CO.

Camden, Maine

SIZING ANTHRACITE

Interesting Report On Hard
Coal Presented To Retail
ers.

OAKLAND
The Outstanding Features Are Too Numerous To Mention.

Following several years’ re
search and testing by the Anthra
cite Operators Conference, at a
cost of more than $25,000, a
noteworthy step toward realiza
tion of uniformity in the sizing
of Chestnut Anthracite has been
accomplished at a joint meeting
of the Anthracite Operators and
representativesoftheNational Re
tail Coal Merchants’ Association.
The retail merchants presented
the practical side of the problem,
including segregation, the desires
of the consumer and what they
believe to be the most .efficient
fuel and the one demanded by
the public. These requirements
were matched up with the results
of tests at the University of
Pennsylvania and elsewhere and
the practical problems arising in
mining and breaker practice.
Taking into account all these
considerations, the agreement be
tween the producers and retail
ers limits undersize in Chestnut
coal from 7)4% to ’5%>
the assurance that as Anthracite
leaves the breakers the average
will be from 10% to 12)4%.
Provision has also been made
for a joint impartial inspection
of the breakers of all Anthracite
producers belonging to the An
thracite Operators Conference
in order to see that the prepara
tion is uniform. Under this plan
inspectors are changed monthly,
the employees of various com
panies being designated in rota
tion to check up on all producers.
Representatives of the Operators
and the Trade Relations Com
mittee agree in stating that the
understanding now reached in
their opinion will provide the
public with the fuel it wants and
one of the highest possible effi
ciency for use in various types
of heating and cooking appara
tus.

Let Us Give You a Demonstration and Then You Will Know.
TEL. 912-W

THE ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE
NEW COUNTY ROAD

ROCKLAND, ME.

STANLEY E. KALLOCH, Manager

-----------

Rockland
Marble & Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Prop.
20 Lindsey St.
Rockland
Telephone 681-W

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
Write or Call For Term*

Rockland
Commercial
College
Senter Crane Bldg.,

Rockland

UNION
Mrs. Alice Robbins and Mrs.
Bessie Stephenson entertained at a
picnic on the shores of Jefferson
lake Wednesday in honor of Miss
Eleanor
Stephenson
of
Belfast.
Those present were: Miss Amanda
Messer of Somerville. Mass., Miss
Lillian Crozier of New York, Mrs.
Eugene Mahoney and daughter Mar
garet of Portland. Mrs. A. T. Nor
wood, Mrs. L. H. Norwood and
daughter Ann of Warren, Mrs. Ever
ett Libby and daughter Katheryn,
Mrs. Minnie Crozier, Mrs. C. W.
Richardson and daughter Barbara of
Rockport.
Scientist has discovered a volatile
fluid that becomes lifeless and inert
in the presence of alcohol. There's
your foolproof automobile fuel.—Ar
kansas Gazette.

A. P. LORD

SERVICE

SAIL AND AWNING
MANUFACTURER

The kind that means mors than

the word implies

Orders for
SAILS,

PROMPT AND RIGHT

AWNINGS, TENTS,

FLAGS, BOAT COVERS, SPRAY

The Bills Were Paid
POPULAR PRICES

DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS

ACCESSORIES

CHIROPRACTOR

NEWBERTS
306 Main Street

Rockland

7 Granite St.
Phone 1163

Rockland
Lady Attendant

Knox County
Motor Sales Co.

I. LESLIE CROSS

583 Main Street

Rockland

Test the Three Branches of Our Business

CLEANING, PRESSING, REPAIRING

Tel. 333

THERE'S SOMETHING FOR YOU TO GAIN BY DOING SO
UNEXCELLED SERVICE
442 MAIN STREET
TEL. 494-R
ROCKLAND, ME.

FORD SALES AND SERVICE

SPRUCE HEAD
George Elwell of Vinalhaven vis
ited his father, Capt. Freeman Elwell
Sunday.
Jasper Drinkwater and family
who are spending the summer at
Hewett's Island were here Sunday.
Mrs. Nancle Hall and daughter,
Mrs. Alice Grant, are disposing ot
rome of their furniture preparatory
to going to their new home at South
Thomaston.
Four cars representing the largpst
and best known automobile com
panies in the country drew up at the
door of Mr. and Mrs. Eben Elwell's
July 3. exciting the envy of all their
friends.
Mrs. Elwell greeted her

guests (who hy :he way. were rela
tives) with the smile that never
wears off. Lieut, and Mrs. Guy
Nichols were the occupants of a
Studebaker. Mr. Nichols has recent
ly tranferred from Samoa Station,
South Sea Islands to Charlestown
Navy
Yard. Charlestown,
Mass.
Mrs. Nichols is a niece of Mrs.
Elwell's. The owner of the Pierce
Arrow was a well known contractor
of South Portland, E. 'F. Ginn, a
cousin of Mrs. Elwell.
Miss Eliza Robinson of Thomas
ton is visiting her sister. Mrs. Gladys
Thompson.
Mrs. Leslie Thompson and little
daughter Lila who have been spend-

SAWYER & SIMMONS
UNDERTAKERS
THOMASTON and WARREN

Thomaston Tel. 212-3. Warren lei. 14-13
81-tf

Camden
Savings and Trust Co.

HOODS, ETC.,

PROMPTLY FILLED

We Carry a Full Line of

Ing a few weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Evelyn Gillis of Thomaston,
have returned to their home here.
Friends of Mrs. Helen Wilson of
Massachusetts will be glad to know'
that she is planning to occupy her
cottage at the Point in the near
future.

AWNINGS
We Build Awnings of All Types

AUTO TOPS, CURTAINS AND

Best Materials at Honest Prices.

YACHT SUPPLIES, CAMP

Store, House, Boat and Cottage.

CUSHIONS RE-COVERED

Truck and Boat Cover*

OUTFITS & MARKET BASKETS

ROCKLAND
AWNING CO.

Camden, Me.

463 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Over Cries Gift Shop
J. M. RICHARDSON, Mgr.

ROCKPORT, ME.

Fond-du-lac Chapter, of Washing
RAZORVILLE
Fred Jones and Leslie Savage are ton. About 50 were present and all
haying for Aldoras Jones and Clar departed with smiles and good .sheer,
ence Lessne«r is cutting the grass on hoping to come again next year.
Mrs. Georgia Bowman's farm.
WESTAPPLETON
Mrs. Evie and Mrs. Addie Vanner
Mr. and Mrs. L. P. Moody of
were calling on Mrs. Clara Clark
Skowhegan, called on friends here
Tuesday.
L. P. Jones is working for H. B. I recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Robinson of
APPLETON
Kaler at the Mills.
Camden spent Sunday with his fath
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pease and
Cyrus Jones entertained his son
daughter Susie of this place and Rex Elbridge and wife of Vassalboro and er J. E. Robinson.
Mrs. Ralph Reynolds and children
Prescott and Samuel Ward of Bath two daughters of Warren Sunday.
visited her sister, Mrs. Hazel McLain
were in Beverly Mass., Thursday.! Delbert
Turner and
Corrydon I
Mr. and Mrs. Pease stayed to care* Campbell are cutting grass on J. W. I recently.
Mrs. J. J. McGraw and three chil
for his aunt who is very ill.
Farrar's place.
dren, who have been visiting hi<r
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Wallace vis
Tuesday was a gala day at Raaunt Bethia Bates, have returned to
ited friends in South Bristol Sunday. zorville as Mrs. Ilda Russell, assist
their home in Malden. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Carpenter ed by her daughters, Mrs. Dana
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Simmons of
called on friends in Union recently. Smith and Miss Lillian Russell, en Rockland were Sunday guests of her
Nellie Clark and Evelyn PhUbrook tertained the Warren D. E. S. at mother Mrs. Jennie Fowles.
their annual picnic.
Tables were
were at the Mills recently.
George Fowles and Harold Wads spread in the spacious rooms and
SOUTH HOPE
worth were business callers in this laden with a tempting array of
good things. Rev. Mr. Paul. Con
Eva L. Taylor of Franklin. Mass.,
i part of the town Friday.
gregational pastor at Warren, ac Is spending a two weeks' vacation
companied by Mrs. Paul was pres with her father, C. B. Taylor.
ent to say grace and with Mr. Sim
Joseph Sldelinger of Nobleboro
For a Cold or Cough
mons and Mr. Farrar lent a mascu was In town the past week looking
line touch to tho scene. Social chat up old acquaintances. It Is 47 years
was enjoyed, several tables ot whist since- he has been here. At one time
were in progress, ami bathing at the he resided on the place which Is now
Keep the bowel* open e>nd take
lake was no small part of the sports, occupied by C. C. Childs.
Joseph Gath has purchased a new
also a ride to Medomak Camp where
BROWN’S RELIEF
all were cordially welcomed There Whippet car.
on riaing and retiring
were several invited guests among
Each day now we are reminded ot
Norway Medicine Co.
whom was Mrs. Edith Overlock of •the Girls' Camp nt Alford Lake.

GRIP

Succeeding Stanley R. Cushing

There was no disputing the fact
when the cancelled check was
brought in evidence. The fact
that it had been accepted and
paid was proof enough. You too,
can avoid any question by start
ing a Checking Account here to
day.
Only a small amount is
necessary.

The girls from there are daily seen
horseback riding and one day the
past wmk a party of them climbed
to the top of Ragged Mountain.
Albert Richardson and wife of
Rockland were at their farm on
Taylor Hill for the we»4cend.
Mr. an.l Mrs. Frank Wellman of
Dover-Foxcroft recently visited his
brother, W. C. Wellman.
Walter Lermond of
Rockport
passed the weekend with his mother
Mrs. Ellie Lermnoil.
The Community Sweet Shop at tha
top of Bowley Hill seems to be a
very busy place. A nice place for a
lunch, cool drinks and ices.
Barbara and Curtis Payson ot
Union are staying with their grand
mother, Mrs. Gertrude Payson.
Fiances Howard is In Rockland
visiting Mrs. Albert Brown.
Mrs. Jennie Klagge and Mrs. Nel
lie Klagge are summering at Klaggcroft.
Mrs. Eva L. Taylor has gone to
South Brooksville for the summer.
A classroom for crippled children
and an open-air classroom are
among facilities planned for the now
building to be erected for Public
School 86, New York City, at an es
timated cost of $1,020,000.
The
building will accommodate 1.765 pu
pils in 27 classrooms, and will have
approximately 49,700 square feet of
playground space.

PLEASANT BEACH
Prof. Harry Baker, Arthur Baker
and their mother and sister wene
touring the beach Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Howard were at
the 'Woolley cottage last Saturday
evening.
Miss Blanche Perry has arrived
for her vacation and is opening up
her cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. McLoon and
their son John, Mrs. Ella Grimes and
Mrs. Haines came to the McLoon
cottage last Saturday.
• A ray of happiness comes to the
WJaterman family this Week with
the news that Harry Waterman's

wife who was recently operated upon
in Boston, has come through the
operation successfully and is doing
well.
The funeral of A. B. Waterman last
Sunday was attended hy nearly the
entire country side, who came to
show their respect to the deceased
and his family. Mr. Waterman had
always been recognized as a man of
fine character, stern integrity and a
progressive neighbor and citizen.
Every one regrets that for the last
two years he had to suffer such inI tolerable pain that it taxed his ner
vous system to the utmost. He will
he missed hy every one who knew
him.

SUNNYRIVER
MAYONNAISE
Appetizing! Pure! Delicious!
BUY IT OF YOUR DEALER >

Every-Other-Day

f
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Probate Notices

VINALHAVEN

COMMISSION NAMED

Legislature through the cooperation (
of the Governor and Council.
Reports from the various railroads
serving Maine, also from hotels and
camps, and a check on previous tour
ist records show that the work Maine
has done in the past three years has
been worth while Kind is Ibearing
fruit as the records this year are far
ahead of any previous year. This b
based an actual figures.
A record of out-of-State cars in
Portland alone, maintained by the
Publicity Bureau, shows an increase
of 799 cars from July 5 to July 9 and
railroad records and others follow in
equal proportion as to increase.
'They show an unprecedented host
of visitors who are coining to Maine.
The records of the Maine Central
Jia 11 road show the arrival at the
Portland Terminal of over 6500 bdy*
and girls from June 27 to July 1st

Miss Laura B. Sanborn returned
Wednesday from a visit with friends Six Men Who Will Have
To all persons interested in eHher of the
at Matinlcus.
estates hereinafter named:
Charge of Maine Develop
Mrs. Myra Lermond. sons Roy and
At a Probate' Court held at Rockland, in
and for the County of Knox, on the 21st day
Maurice, who have been guests of
ment Plans.
of June In the year of our Lord one thou
her sister, Mrs. C. B. Vinal, left
sand nine hundred and twenty-seven and by
Wednesday for their home in Barre,
adjournment front day to day from the 21st
As provided for in act passed by
day of said June. The following matters
Vt.
having heen presented for the action there
the last Legislature, Gov. Brewstef
Miss
Gertrude
Noyes
of
Rockport
upon hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby
Ordered :
is the guest of Miss Allegra Inger- officially announced Tuesday the six
That notice thereof be given to all persons
son.
citizen members of the Maine De
Interested, by causing a copy of this order
Misses Flavilla
Arey, Dorothy velopment Commission who will
to be published three weeks successively In
Thomas and Catherine Calderwood have charge of the development of
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published
at Rockland in said County, that they may
enjoyed the past w >ek at Camp Rest
apl>ear at a Probate Court to be- held at
less, chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Maine along Agricultural. Industrial
said Rock’and on the 19th day of July A D.
and Recreational lines and function
Isaac Calderwood.
1927 at nine o’clock in the forenoon, and be
heard the eon if they see cause.
Miss Mary Morong of Rockport with four heads of Slate DepirtALICE SULLIVAN late of Rockport, de
Is the guest of her grandmother, Mrs. ments, with the Governor and Coun
ceased, Will and Petition for Probate thereof
Margaret E. Libby.
asking that Letters Testamentary be Issued
cil cooperating with final approval
to Annie «M. Mank of Thomaston she being
Mrs. Frank Winslow returned Sat of all contracts made.
the executrix named in said will without
urday from Lewiston and Portland,
bund.
where she accompanied her son
WILLIAM L. ALLEN, late of 8t. Georgp,
deceased, Will and Petition for Probate
Malcolm Winslow, who recently went
thereof asking that Letters Testamentary be
to attend the Citizens’ Military
issued to Cynthia M Hopkins of St. George
Training Camp.
she being tlie executrix named in said' will
without bond.
Mrs. E. C. Macintosh entertained
M. A DELIA ALLEN, late of Thomaston,
the Silent Sisters Monday at Camp
deceased. Petition for Administration asking
Merry Macs.
that Lucy Allen Tobey of Thomaston or some
other suitable person be appointed Admx.
Miss Frances Macintosh enter
without bond.
tained at Camp Merry Macs Tuesday
WINNIFRBD M. GRANT, late of St. George,
evening 14 friends at a weenie roast.
deceased, Petition for Administration asking
that (il ford B. Butler of South Thomaston
The following were guests of Mrs.
or some other suitable person be appointed
R. Smith at the Wigwam Tues
Admr.
day: Mrs. Eliza Arey and grand
JOHN F. BRYANT, late of Union, deceased,
daughters
Ellen
iWareham
and
Petition for Administration asking that Abbie
F. Blake of Union or some other suitab.e
Louise Hardison. Mrs. Margaret
aine
pe son be appointed Admx without bond.
aine
Libby, daughter Mrs. Clyde McIntosh
CLARENCE CROUSE, late of St. George,
entral MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD entral
and daughter Frances, Mr. and Mrs.
deceased. Petition for Administration asking
kAILROAD
Railroad
83-85
C. B. Vinal, Mrs. Myra Lermond,
that Henry Crouse of R n kland or some other
suitable person be appointed Admr. without
sons Maurice and Roy of Barre, Vt.,
bond.
Mrs. Ira Smith and daughters Ruth
THERON P CROUSE, late of St. George,
and Priscilla. Miss Harriet Manser of
deceased. Petition for Administration asking
Auburn,
Mrs.
Llewellyn
Vinal,
that Henry Crou-e of Rockland or some other
suitable pe son be appointed Admr. without
daughters Gertrude and Enna and
bond.
son Calvin, Mrs. E. M. Hall.
LELLA S. PAYSON, late of Hope, deceased.
Capt. Ivan Cunningham cf Rock
Petition for Administration asking that
George F. Taylor of Belfast or some other
land, formerly of this town, has
suitable person be appointed Admr. without
joined a steamship operated by the
bond.
SIX CITIZEN MEMBERS OF MAINE DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
American Export line as chief mate
HELEN M DUNBAR, ’ate of Warren, de
BANGOR LINE
and embarks next week on a voyage
ceased, Petition for Administration asking
Left to right—Clarence Stetson, Hiram W. Ricker, Sr., George F. West,
that Parker S Merriam of Owl’s Head oto Italy.
Steamer ••Belfast" or “Camden” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern
some other suitable person be appointed
John E. Abbott, L. S. Beane, Charles Ault.
Ruth
Brown
will
entertain
the
Standard
Time,
for
Camden,
Northport,
Belfast,
Bucksport,
WinterAdmr. with bond.
Chatterbox
Club
at
her
home
today.
port,
Bangor,
and
returning,
leaves
Bangor
at
2
P.
M.,
Eastern
Standard
MARY ELLEN SULLIVAN, late of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L. McKenna
land, deceased. Petition for Administration
Time, due in Rockland at 7 P. M. See timetable for leaving and return
Although the personnel of the going to the various summer camp:
asking that James M. Sullivan of Boston,
who have been guests of O. P. Lyons, Commission has already been an- in the State.
ing times from intermediate landings. Tickets are on sale at ail land
Mass , or some other suitable person be ap
left Tuesday for Wollaston Mass.,* nounced and have been functioning
ings between Bangor and Rockland. Tickets good going and returning
The surveys now under way in
pointed Admr. without bond.
on day of issue.
nroute they will visit relatives at through the cooperaticn of the G>v- clude the Coast and Geodetic, which
ESTATE OF JANET ELIZA PENDLETON
Yugusta.
J
ernor
and
Council,
they
will
not
of Warren, Petition for sale of real estate
the United States Government is do
filed by LaForest V. Brown Guardian asking
One-way fare for the round trip
Misses Gertrude Vinal and Marlon ofli cially become a w rking body ing in conjunction with the State,
(hat he may be licensed to sell at private
Lyford are at North Haven for the until July 16.
each sharing one-half the expense
sale ce-tain real estate belonging to said
Saturday Excursion Tickets on sale Saturdays from Bangor to all points
summer vacation.
ward situated in Warren and described In
The members officially posted at which has been increased from
as above at one-way fare plus 25 cents. Tickets good returning to Ban
said petition.
Dc and Mrs. Hutchinson of Phila the State House are Hiram W $10,000 to $100,000. Tills work is now
gor on following Sunday or Monday morning steamer.
ESTATE OF LAWRENCE M. AND LEND
delphia are at the Newbert farm for Ricker. Sr. of Poland Spring, pre i going on particularly in th» Fish
ALL (i. PENDLETON of Warren, Petition for
their annual stay.
dent of the State of M tine Publicity River Region in Aroostook Coun:y
BAR HARBOR LINE
sale of real es’ate fl’ed by Parker S. Merriam
Mr. and Mrs. James Gaul, sons Bureau; L. S. Beane of Presque Isle and the Mt. Ka'ahdin region. Tlie
Guardian asking that be may be licensed to
Steamer
“
J.T.
Morse"
leaves
Rockland,
5
A.
M.,
Eastern
Standard
ae’.l at private sale certain real estate be
Ronald and Douglass of Barre. Vt., large dair)’ and potato dea er an State Forestry Department is co
Time. Tickets good going and returning on day of issue, and will be
longing to said wa d situated in Warren and
were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. head of the Buick Automobi e Co. t o operating, the State Forestry air
described In raid petition.
•old from all landings to Bar Harbor and to intermediate points.
James Christie.
northern Maine; J ihn E A' b >tt o plane being used in this work. Stif
Reuel Robinson, late of Camden, deceased,
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.
will and peition for probate thereof asking
The Variety Club will hold a fair North Berwick, Master of the Stal veys of the Maine Forests ai d Water
that letters testamentary be Issued to Blanche
in the G. A. R. rooms at 2.30 today.
Grange; Charles Ault of Auburn, ways are now well under way in this
BLUE HILL LINE
A. Robinson of Camden, she being the execu
Louis Pendleton of New York will past president of the Associated In work.
trix named in said wl I without band
Steamer "Southport” leaves Rockland, 5 A. M., Eastern Standard
he soloist at Union Church Sunday at dustries of the State and shoe manu
A soil survej’ of the (State Is ai:t
ESTATE OF GEORGIE D. PENDLETON,
Time. Excursion tickets good going and returning on day of issue, will
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for sale of
the 11.30 service.
faqturer; Clarence Stetson, pre: i well under way in several of the
be sold from all landings to Blue Hill and to intermediate points at
real estate filed by Lawrence H Dunn Admr.
(News has been received of the dent of the Bangor Chamber o •vild lat d townships in Aroostook
asking that he may be licensed to sell certain
ONE-WAY FARE for the round trip.
birth of a son. Robert Elwin. born doinmerce: and George F. West
This is being dons und-'r the superreal estate situa’ed In Warren belonging to
June 29 to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Portland, president of the Sta
said deceased and described In said petition.
Tickets and infirmation at Eastern Steamship Lines Ticket Office!.
/ision of the State Deparlnvnt of
ESTATE OF ELOISE J. PENDLETON of
Burns of Cambridge, Mass.
Ghamber of Commerce.
\griculture with 'the R.'ti.aror & Aroos
Warren. Petition for sale of real estate filed
Miss Bertha Miller returned Satur
The State Department heads on the took 'Railroad and the Great North
by Law ence H Dunn Guardian asking tha:
day from Lawry.
Commission are Frank P. Washburn ern Paper Co. cooperating.
he* may be licensed to ee l at private sate
certain real estate situated in. Warren be
Mr. and Mrs. Fernald Ames left Commissioner of Agriculture; W Hi;
Other surveys along these lines
longing to said ward and described In said
Tuesday for their annual motor va E. Parsons, Commissioner of In’aat ire now in the making and >yil!
petition.
cation trip.
Fisheries and Game: Neil L.Vb lett- soon be started by tho Maine De
• ESTATE OF ALMA LARSON. late of Cam
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Albert of New Commissioner of Forestry; Edgar C velopment
Commission,
following
den, deceased. Petlition to determine Inherit
ance tax filed by Alan L. Bird Admr.
York are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Secretary of Sta'e, and out the general development program
ESTATE OF ELLA G. SOUTHARD, late of
Almond Miller.
Charles O. Beals, Labor Commis- of t|te State, which Gov. Brewster
Everett. Mass., Petition to determine Inherit
Mr. and Mrs. Tred Greenlaw, iiqner.
started three years ago witli the full
ance tax filed by Oscar E. Stanton Admr.
daughter Lida and Miss Zeipha
That the early work to be dont cooperation of the Stale organiza
ESTATE OF ALMA LARSON, late of Cam
Vinalhaven & Rockland
Capron left Wednesday for New along advertising lines for the sum tions working along the same lilies
den. deceased. Petition for Distribution tiled
GLENCOVE
by Alan L. Bird Admr.
mer tourist trade and various sur
Other indications of a. prosperous
Mrs. Arthur J. Orr and Mrs. C Hampshire on a motor trip.
Steamboat
Co.
Accounts filed for allowance in the follow
Vinalhaven got a share of the hot veys of the State could be started condition in the State is the last re
Raymond Friesner (Gladys Miller)
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
ing estates:
LN EFFECT JUNE 20. 1927
of Indianapolis, Indiana, after motor wave Wednesday, but with a delight which are now well under way. th- port on Savings Bank deposits which
B ELLSWORTH SPEAR, first and final,
VINALHAVEN LINE
ful breeze for more than half the Commission has been unofficially show an increase of over $23,000. '0
Nancy H. Spear Exx.
Steamer leaves Vinalhaven daily except ing through the southern and east
Ar- j ern states are spending a few day.- day, it was quite a bit of real sum functioning since the close of the over last year.
LINCOLN H YOUNG, third, Harry W Sunday at 7 00 A. M. and 100 P. M
riving at Rockland at 8.30 A M. and 2.30 with Mrs. Friesner’s sister, Mr; mer.
Young Guardian.
Louis Pendleton, teacher of sing
ALMA LAKSON. first and final, Alan L. P. M.
Return -Leaves Rockland at 9.30 A. M Mamie Carroll at the home of B. S.
Tabbult’s parents, Mr. and Mrs
Bird Admr.
^TENANT'S HARBOR
ing from New Y’ork will be soloist
direct for Vinalhaven, arlvlng at 11.00 A. M Gregory.
Forrest Pierson.
FREDERICK A. RIPLEY, first. West bra B Leaves Rockland (Tillson’s Wharf) at 3.00
at Union Church Sunday at 11.30.
Capt.
Edward
Rawley
of
Hampden
Miss
Pauline
Swift
and
Amelia
Wentworth Trustee.
Mrs. Harry Brown and daughter
M • and Maine Central Wharf at 3.15 for 1
Mrs. Ralph Cl&ytor spent Wednes who has been spending his vacation
Burberiek of Jamaica Plain, Mass,
KLISE WRIGHT, first and final, filed by North Haven and Vinalhaven.
In town lias returned to his duties of Massachusetts, accompanied hy
•June 27th to September 24th, inclusive.
Arnold L. Wright. Exr.
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed day in Rockland.
Members of Ocean Bound Rebekah on the Bangor-Boston hoat. M s. friends, have been enjoying a few
MARY J. FILER, first and final, filed by STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND LINE gar Morse.
, Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally except
Kendail M. Dunbar.
Lodge
who are to attend the picnic Rawley will remain with her par weeks' vacation at the Susie Dwyci
Miss Louise Anderson rf Roekland
oundays at 5.30 A M., Stonington at 6 30,
FRANCES A HODSDON. first and final, North Haven at 7.30; due at Rockland about was a recent guest of Miss Wilma at North Haven next Tuesday should ents Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Pooley house.
Mr. ttnd Mrs. William Murphy of
Charles E. Johnson Exr.
3.50 A. M.
meet at I. O. O. F. hall at 3.80 sharp for a few weeks’ visit.
Carroll.
Rhode Island, Mrs. Lewis (Watts and
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1 30 p. M .
JOSEPH FRANK 8K0LFIELD. first and
for
auto
conveyance.
Families
and
Mrs. Annie Smith of West Somer Mrs. Charles Holbrook of Somerville,
Mrs. Malcolm Humphrey is spend
North Haven at 2.30, Stonington at 3 40 ; due
final. Inez French Skolfleld Admx.
ing a few weeks at the home of her guests of members may attend by ville. Mass., is a summer guest of Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rawley
ELURA S TOLMAN, first and final, Chester to arrive at Swan’s Island about 5.00 P. M.
B
H.
STINSON.
General
Agent.
providing
for
each.
Mrs.
Ida
Dyer
Mrs. Emma Line.
B. Jones Exr.
parents tn Lowell. Mass.
and daughter of Rumford were in
FREDERICK A. RIPLEY, first and final.
Mrs. Marie Gregory who is ill at of North Haven has invited the party
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Slvewright towp a few days; called by the death
West bra B. Wentworth Exr.
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD her h»me has the best wishes of her to the use of a grove near her home. of Waltham. Mass., recently made a of
Mrs. Rebecca Murphy of Camden.
Eastern Standard Time
Miss Lucile Davis is visiting her brief visit with Mr. and Mrs. David
Witness, EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of
many friends for a speedy recovery.
Rev. and Mrs. Perley Miller are
Trains Leave Rockland for
Probate Court, Rockland, Maine.
brother Sewall in Lewiston.
Miss
Katherine
Gregory
who
has
Augusta,
t9.
40
a.
ra.,
tl.lOp.
tn.,
|5.40p.
tn.
Slvewright.
Attest:—
entertaining’ Mr. Miller’s daughter
Mrs. Allard Sprague and daugh
Bangor, tO 40 a. tn . fl-lOp. tn., to 40 p. tn.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
been teaching in Norwood. Mass., is
The remains of 2.1rs. Rebecca and friend of Indiana. The young
16.50 a. m., f9.40 a. tn., fl-10 p. m.,
ter
Dorothy
of
Brockton.
Mass
.
aT
“
----------------- ------------------------------------ L_ Boston.
spending the vacation with her
15.40 p. tn.
visiting her mother, Mrs. Marietta Murphy of Camden were brought ladies motored here, covering a dis
Brunswick, f6.50 a. m., 9.40 a. tn., tl.lOp. m., mother. Mrs. Nina Gregory.
here for burial last Tuesday after tance of 1500 miles. Tlie congrega
Notices of Appointment
15.40 p. tn.
Mr. and IMrs. Fred MacGregor of Winslow.
noon. Rev. Perley Miller officiated at tion at last Sunday morning service
Lewiston, t® 50 a. m., fl-10 p. tn.
Mrs.
Sylvia
McEachern
of
Green

Boxford. Mass., have been calling
New York, 11.10 p. tn., t*5.40 p.m.
the cemetery. Mrs. Murphiy for enjoyed a most pleasing duet ren
I, Charles L. Veazie. Register of Probate Philadelphia, C*5.40p. tn.
ville
is
at
the
home
of
her
mother,
on friends here.
merly resided here and was a mem dered by these two young ladies.
for the County of Knox, in the State of Portland, 16.50 a. m., f9.40 a. m., tl.10 p. ra.,
Mrs.
Josh
Clark.
Mrs.
Lydia
Master Robert Gregory is spend
15.40 p. tn.
The Tenants Harbor Lodge of Odd
ber of Seaside Baptist Church and
Maine, hereby certify that in the following Washington, C*5.40p. tn.
ing the summer vacation with his Johnson and daughter have returned Naomi Chapter, O. E. S.. This com Fellows will meet at Wiley's Cor
estates the persons were appointed adminis Waterville, t9.40a.tn , tl 10p.m., {5.40p.m.
to New York.
father, Bert S. Gregory.
munity sympathizes with those who ner Sunday at 2 o’clock to attend the
trators or executors and on the dates here Woolwich, tb.50 a. m , t9.40 a. m., tl 10 p. m.,
Mrs. C. E. Bowman is a guest of
Mf. and Mrs. William Babcock of
5 40 p.m.
survive the deceased in their be tune al of Brother James Gilchrest.
inafter indicated:
Daily,except Sunday. | Daily, except Saturday. Pasadena. Calif., are spending a few Mrs. Fred Hall and friends in Rock reavement.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Pooley were
PERLEY L WOTTON, late of Thomaston,
Carries no coaches. Pullman passengers only,
land.
Mrs. Slvewright and daughter. happily surprised Sunday by a visit
except coach between Rockland and Portland. weeks at their cottage.
deceased. May 17, 1927, Margaret A Wotton
Mrs. ,8. A. Gale of Suffleld, Conn.,
Sidney Farrington of Rockville is
of Hyde Park, Mass, was appointed Admx. C Daily, exceptSat. to July 4, inc., and Aug. 23 to
Mrs. Margaret Sheldon and two chil front their daughter Mrs. Lizette
Sept. 25, inc., Tues., Thurs. and Sqn . July 7 to haying for the iMIsses Emma and is a guest at W. T. Smith's.
without bond. Ensign Otia of Rockland,
dren of Waltham, Mass., are light- Rawley and husband Capt. A. E.
August
21,
inc.
Will
not
run
Sun.
Tuly
3.
Agent in Milne.
Lafayette
Carver
Relief
Corps
pic

Nora Gregory.
housekeeping In Mrs. YVeston Rivers' Rawley and their son Benjamin
BURTON T. WALLACE late of Matinlcus
nic was held Thursday in the G. A. house at Wallston for the summer.
Pooley, Jr. and Mrs. Pooley and
Isle Plantation, deceased June 2. 1927,
Dr.
Lloyd
M.
Richardson
R.
rooms
owing
to
the
foggy
weather
Beatrice Marion Wallace of Mat Inleus Isle
Capt. and Mrs. Russell Tabbutt granddaughters, Mrs. Ethel Clark of
CLARK ISLAND
instead of at Smith’s Point. A din and daughter Rita are guests of Mrs. Hampden Highlands, Miss Olive
Plantation was appointed Admx. and qualified
Mrs. Jennie Steel (if Rockland has ner of fish chowder and a baked bean
by filing bond June 7, 1927.
Dentist
•Whittier of Camden, their great
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. William supper was served.
KARL WELLINGTON HURD, late of Owl’s
grandchildren Waller Whittier, Reg
Rocklanc Pierson for a few days.
Head, deceased. June 14. 1927, Alvin H. Hurd 400 Main Straat
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
McDonald
inald Clark and Charles Clark. Other
of Owl’s Head was appoint ed Admr. and
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
Barge No. 785 is loading paving are entertaining their daughter, Mrs
qualified by filing bond on the o«tino date.
guests were F. T. Clark of .Hamp
Hours:
9
to
12
—
1
to
5
from
John
Meehan
&
Sons
for
New
Stimpson and husband who motored
GEORGIE D. PENDLETON, late of Warren,
den Highlands, Mrs. W. Pinkham
deceased, June 14. 1927 Lawrence H. Dunn
York.
Evenings by Appointment
from California.
and Mrs. A. A. Merrill of Linden.
of Thomaston was appointed Admr. and
Mr. and Mrs. William McCourtie of
John McNaughton, formerly of this
The occasion was Mrs. Pooley's
qualified by fl ing bond on the same date.
Mich.. Mrs. John McCourtie town, is looking up old friends.
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter .Detroit,
birthday.
JAMES S. HALL, late of Vinalhaven. de
and
young
daughters
Joyce
and
Bar
ceased. June 21. 1927, Sadie Cobb of Vinal
Mrs. Hall of Rockport who has
Mrs. James Hall Is visiting her
haven, was appointed Exx. without bond.
bara
and
Mrs.
Thomas
Nichols
of
Osteopathic Physician
been at Camp Lookout, Shore Acres
daughter Mrs. Ada Elwell ut WulWINFIELD S. CLARKE, late of South
Barre, Vt., are visiting Mr. McCour- has returned home.
Graduate of American 8chool of
TTidr Sickness Banished by dv' „ro.
Thomaston, deceased. June 21 1927, Abbie
tie's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Peter Me
Oeteo'pathy
Mrs. Joseph Donohue of Boston and
C. E. Gregory of Glencove, Mr. and
M. Clarke of South Thomaston was appointed
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege
Courtie of Clark Isiand.
Exx. without bond.
a friend are guests of her parents.
By Appointment Only Tai. 323
Mrs. Ralph Colson of Camden and
table
Compound
Mr. and IMrs. Charles Chaples are Mr. and Mrs. Noyes Dushane
JOHN H. GALLAGHER, late of Owl’s Head, 38 Summer Street
Bertha Hall called on Mr. and Mrs.
Rockiano
deceased, June 21, 1927, Henry J. Moran of
occupying the camp which they
Mrs. Myra Lermond and sons who
Owl’s Head was appointed Exr. without bond
Mrs. Nina Matteson, Box 20R. Sidney Dow and Mr. and Mrs. Nel
bought of William Woodvine.
were
guests
at
C.
B.
Y'inal
’
s,
have
Oxford. N. Y.. writes—“If it had not son Gardiner recently.
HIRAM JONES, late of St. George, de
gone to Augusta on their return to
C S. ROBERTS
Mr. and Mrs. Earle H. Barter and
ceased, June 21. 1927 Percy Jones of St.
been for your
George was appointed Exr. without bond.
Barre, Vt.
medicine, I could daughter Ruth have returned home
MARY ABBIE KIRKPATRICK, late of
Attorney
DR. F. E. FOLLETT
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lane Tuesday
not have done from Lynn, where they spent the
Rockport, deceased. June 21. 1927, Joseph M
evening entertained at Camp Alymy work as it Fourth with Mrs. Baiter's mother.
with
Kirkpatrick of Rockport, was appointed Exr Announces opening of office In Odd
osca. Shore Acres, the following; Mr.
should have been Mrs. Read. They were accompanied
without bond.
Fellows Block, Opp. Poetoffice.
and Mrs.*E. C. Macintosh of Camp
done. Mother by Lee Andrews, and tlie Fourth Mr.
DR. BICKFORD
CLARA E. MELVIN, late of West Rock
Tel. 470
Room 5-6-7
port, deceased.* Jhne 21. 1927, Henry V. Mel
Merry Macs, Mrs. Bertha Raymond
told me of Lydia Barter and daughter Ruth and Mr.
28 tf
vin of West Rockport was appointed Admr
and Miss Sara Smith from Set-O
E. Pinkham’s Andrews attended the auto race at
Dentists
without bond.
Vegetable Com Rockingham, Salem, N. IL, where
Sun. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pendleton
FRED C. MILLAY, late of Union, deceased
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY
pound, and I had they witnessed a fine race.
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
and mother, Mrs. Hall of Camp
June 21. 1927, Nannie M. Burns of Union
read in different
was appointed Admx. without bond.
Lookout, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Coombs
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Clark of
papers what it Massachusetts are the guests of Mr.
MERLE M. ROLLINS, late of Rockland, Office Hours: 1 to 3 and 7 to # P. M
of Old Glory, Mrs. ■ William Bernard
FRANK
H.
INGRAHAM
had
done
for
difdeceased. June 21, 1927, Howard E. Rollins
of Camp Welykit, Mr. and Mrs
Clark’s mother. Mrs. Abbie V. Clark
Residence until 9 A. M.. and by
of uocklana was appointed Admr. without
women. at the Harbor View.
Attorney and Counsellor at Joseph Tyler of Uncle Tom’s Cabin. She wanted me to ferent
bond.
try
it,
so
my
husI
Appointment. Telephone 184
A.
and Mrs.
W. ' SDHLWIN L. MILLER, late of Union, de
*: G. Henderson. Mr. N..H.
,► ,;™
.«.
! Movies at Odd Fellows hall next
Law
ceased, June 21. 1927. Fannie H. Miller of
Tuesday evening. The feature will
Union was appointed Admx. without bond.
THOMASTON. ME.
tee„
8
.. he Tom Mix in ’The Last Trail;’’
Telephones—Office 468; House 693-R town. After a social hour inter- j
AUSTIN M. TITUS, late of Union, deceased
spersed with recitations, games, and
Mrs. Ernest _
Tanguay of Adams. also a fine comedy and a Fox Variety.
June 21, 1927, Nina E. Thus of Union was
431 Main Street
Rockland tricks all progressed to Old Glory 1
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
Mass., says she was ill for four Beginning July lit we will show pic
appointed Admx without bond.
where a vocal concert by I,ouls Pen years and could not sleep nights or tures every Tuesday instead of Mon
MELISSA YOUNG, late of Vinalhaven. de
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
dleton of New York and iH. L. go out on the street.
ceased, June 21, 1927, Rodney A. Haskell of
She read day night until further notice.—adv.
L
R.
CAMPBELL
Osteopathic Physician
North Haven was appointed Admr. and qualfCoombs, also songs by the entire about the Vegetable Compound and
fled by filing bond on the same date.
company,
were
much
enjoyed.
By Appointment Only Tel. 136
supervise
construction
of
| decided to try It. After taking eight ' To
Attorney at Law
ALTON L. BUTLER, late of Union, de
Rockland
bottles she was able to do all her schoolhouses In Cuba to replace
ceased. May 17. 1927. Arthur J. Clark of 36 Limerock Street
•work and go anywhere and Is quite buildings in different parts of the
Warren was aptmlnted Admr. and qualified by
Graduate of American School of
Knox County Court House
filing bond June 21, 1927.
herself again.
j Island destroyed by the recent hurOsteopathy
French
Tutor
LOUIS H. WATTS, iate of Warren, de
i
This dependable Vegetable Com i rlcanc. six commissions, composed
ROCKLAND. MAINE
ceased, June 21. 1927, Raymond L. Watts of
pound Is a household word In thou of teachers and students from the
Roekland was appointed Admr. c. t. a. with
appointed Admx. and qualified by filing bond
M. Marieta Shibles, M. A. sands
of homes. The fourth genera National University, ha^c been ap
out bond.
tune 28. 1827.
Certificates and diplomas from Unlv.
tion
is now learning the merit of pointed by the secretary of public
A.
C.
MOORE
ISRAEL C. GLIDDEN, late of Vinalhaven
LIZZIE I. SPEAR, late of Warren, deceased,
of Grenoble, La Sorbonne, Dijon and
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com | instruction. The commissions travel
deceased, June 21, 1927, D. H. Glidden of tune 29. 1927, John M. Brennan of Rockland
Columbia.
Vinalhaven was appointed Admr. and quali was appointed Admr. and qualified by filing
(Na Y. State Regents permanent
pound. If this medlclne-has helped by auto, accompanied by trucks
•
Piano
Tuner
•
fied by filing bond on June 27, 1927.
certificate)
bond on the same date.
other women, why shouldn’t It help , for the transportation of building
Tel. Camden 33-11
82 97
Attest : —
ROSA KAJANDER. late of Union, deceased.
you? At your druggist’s.
materials, tools, and workmen.
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
CUARldSS U VEAZIE. Register.
June 21, 1927, Ida O. Saflo of Union was 79 S 85
STATE OF MAINE

OLD ORCHARD
EXCURSION

Sunday, July 17th
Special Train leaves
Rockland 7.30 a. m.

Fare $2.50

Round Trip

Page Five H

How millions get a
whiter wash
without scrubbing
HY are new thousands constantly
turning to Rinso—why will mil
lions use nothing else on washday?

W

Because Rinso gently soaks out the dirt
and stains—saving clothes and hands.
Because Rinso gets clothes u hiter than
ever without scrubbing or boiling.
Because Rinso gives thick, creamy ster
ilizing suds that soften the hardest water.
Nothing else is needed on washday—no
bar soaps, chips or powders.
Rtnso is closely packed gran
ulated soap -not fluffy chips.
So economical!

The Granulated
Soap

Because Rinso is safe, harmless. The
makers of 30 leading washing machine*
endorse it.
Why not try it your next washday?
See how it saves hours of hard work.

Rinso

Soaks
Clothes Whiter

Ask Agent for details

M
C

M
C

Daily One*Day Excursions
From ROCKLAND

LowPrices
snatEBmutss

ERSKINE SIX

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP LINES

TWO WOMEN
FOUND HELP

No other car has so much
quality, performance and
style for its size and price:
^-60 miles per hour

/

5 to Z5 miles per hour
in 8i/2 seconds

^four-fifths of wheelbase
cradled by springs

turns in an 18-foot radius
fulLvision steel body

^-4-wheel brakes

^bumpers, front and rear
i— hydrostatic gasoline gauge

Drive this Little Aristocrat
today. Learn what comfort
and performance are pos
sible at a low price.

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

NO-OIL

Salad Dressing
IS DELICIOUS ON FRUIT SALAD
TRY IT! YOU WILL LIKE “NO-OIL”
For Sale By All Dealers

In Everybody’s Column

THOMASTON

Along the Concrete
denly on the street this week,
the story reaches the reporter Mr.
Peabody was returning from the
{West End when the horse leaped*
into the air and fell back dead.
The Misses May and Kate Brenna
and Miss Josephine Beals of Boston
are visitors at .Warren Mank’s,
'Wadsworth street.
Miss Watson of Friendship sister
to (William Watson was in town
Thursday.
Visitors are welcome to the open
ing exercises of he Daily Vacation
Bible School now holding its sessions
in the Baptist vestry at 9 a. m.
Don’t forget the bazaar to be held
on the Mall Aug. 10 under the aus
pices of the Ladies’ Circle and Beta
Alpha Club of the Baptist society.
John De Winter has returned to
business in New York alter a vacat'on spent in town.
Edward Hanley is spending the
weekend at home. < He was called
from Ottawa, Can., to Augusta on
business by his employers, the Inter
national Paper Co.
Melvin Stevens who has been liv
ing in Bancroft, Washington County,
is in town. He will take his grand
children to Presque Isle for a perma
nent home.
Mr. and Mrs. Alban Wyllie of Bel
fast and Mr. and Mrs. 'Winslow
Hyder and daughter of Brooks were
recent guests of Mrs. X. F. Andrews.
Mrs. Isadore He Winter is visiting
it) Mt. Pocono, Pa., for a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gleason and
daughter have been guests of friends
in town.
Miss Evelyn remained
after the departure of her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Andrews.
Mrs. George Creighton. Mrs. N. F.
Andrews ami Mrs. Ward Grafton
were in Bar .Harbar Monday.
Oscar Hodgkins has arrived in
town on bis vacation.
Mrs. Arthur Silva and family of
Boston
are visiting at Gilman
Stone’s.
The members of the Daily Vacation
Bible school had a parade Friday.
The line of march was from the
church to the head of Knox street
across Main and back to the church
on the North side of Main street.
Banners and church and national
flags were a feature of the parade.
Services of the Baptist Church
Sunday will be: Sunday School at
9.45 a. m.; 11 a. m., Mrs. Carl Gray
will speak: 7 p. m., illustrated talk on
Newton.
Rev. H. S. Kilborn will preach in
•Farmington Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Andrews and
son who have been in town some
weeks, will leave tor their home in
Plainfield, Vt., Sunday.

Every-Other-Day
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Advertisements in this column not to ex
ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cents,
3 times for 50 cents. Additional lines 6
cents each for one time. 10 centa for three
times. Six words make a line

’sQUAK LAKE., WHV THAT-S BACK?
AB0UT tlOHT&EN MILES
MUMPER- PASSlN6 A VS/HfTE

fAOCH
FURTHER IS
ft TO 5Q0AK
LAW.e.T

M)VJ

FIRST CLASS

USED LUMBER

For Sale
FOR SALE—Covered riding carriage at a
bargain.
Cal! at C. i.\l. BLAKE WALL
PAPER STORE.
83-67

church

FOR SALE AT VERY LOW PRICES

FOR SALE—Hand made patchwork quilts,
(‘all at J. F. UAWKRWOOD’S. Union, Me
____________________________________ S.-.-S7 I

APi/ui I”''

FOR S7TLE—Ford ton truck.

This Lumber, taken from the Large Dryers, is ideal for Cottages, Overnight
Camps, Garages, Etc.

Cab starter.

i: .11 ahptrt 1666 miles, in tine shape; price!
SJ-.ti 30 HIFSTM'T ST . R.H-kiaixl.
85-;f |
FOR SALE- -Speed boat. Vim. 23 h. p 3
cycle motor, speed 25 to 35, finished in ma
hogany and cypress. Cost new $2750. For
Immediate sale at about one-half of original
. 0 4,
EASTERN REAL ESTATE CO . 32
Union St. Tel. 818.
84-89

ALL SIZES OF SECOND HAND PIPE
i

Apply MR. MARCUS

FOR RENT Tenement of seven looms,
dirh closet, electric lUrlits. desirab'e location
Ample c oset room. Inquire at 24 .MYRTLE
ST
85*87

CAMDEN

Louis Murphy of Boston was
called here by the death of his moth
er, Mrs. Oscar Murphy. The funer
al was held on Tuesday afternoon at
2.30 o'clock. Rev. Ernest M. Hol
man officiating.
The Friends-in-Council were en
tertained this week hy Mrs. W. D.
Barron at her ( amp at Hobb’s Pond.
Frederick Jagels is in the Knox
Hospital for an operation for appen
dicitis.
Donald Karl pulled a handsome
four pound salmon out of Lake Me
gunticook this week.
The funeral of Oliver Moulton was
held on Tuesday afternoon and tho
interment was in the Mountain
street cemetery.
Matthew Willey, who was a guest
last week of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. i O. w ilk
ii'• rest, h.»s
returned to New Bedford. Mass.
Ela-Counce
Mrs. Emma Hosmer is a guest of
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
W. Counce in Madison July 11 their friends in Thomaston.
All grange members and friends
only daughter Mildred, became the
' are cordially invited to attend the
wife of Arthur Ela of North Anson.
! field day exercises of Megunticook
The double ring ceremony was im-!r,
.
~ ..
. , Grange at the Pillsbury barm on the
pressively performed by Rev. v. L. 1 Belfast Road (Atlantic Highway)
Mitchell of the North Anson Meth- two miles above Spring Brook Hill.
odist 'Church.
July 20, afternoon and evening with
As the wedding march was played picnic supper, sports and speaker in
by Mrs. Ralph Webb, the bridal afternoon, program in evening.
couple entered the room and stood
---------------------S
beneath a floral arch. They were ac
ROCKPORT
companied by Mr. Ela’s brother and
wife as best man and matron of
Services at the Methodist church
honor and the bridesmaids were Miss Sunday: The morning topic will l>e
Helen Counce and Miss Amanda “If the Vision Tarry, Wait For It/’
Ellis, the ushers Ralph IWebb and and in the evening. ‘They Limited I
Clarence Ellis, all cousins of the the Holy one of Israel.”
Miss Thelma Erickson of Wintec*
bride.
The bride wore white crepe de port who has be«en visiting her
chine with veil and carried white grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. E. John
roses and carnations; the matron of Erickson left Monday for Boston.
Mrs. Ernest Thomas and daugh
honor wore green silk and the
bridesmaids’ dresses were alike, of ter Gloria of Miami. Fla., are guests
rose colored georgette and lace and of Mr. and Mrs. Roland Crockett.
The Ladies Aid of the Methodist
they carried white roses. The bride’s
gift to her attendants were bracelets. church will hold their annual sum
Mr. Ela is an electrical contractor. mer Fair next Wednesday at tile
Mrs. Ela is a graduate of Thomaston vestry, afternoon and evening.
Mrs. J. T. Vose of Portland is the
High School and of Gorham Normal,
and during the past year she has guest of her daughter, Mrs. Ralph
taught in Ipswich, Mass. After a Buzzell in Simonton.
Miss Eva Sylvester of New York
month spent in .Massachusetts, Mr.
and Mrs. Ela will b.? at their home in is the* guest of Mrs. Ernest Torrey
for two weeks.
North Ar^on.
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Knock who
Many gifts of silver, glass, linen
have been guests of their daughter
and money were received.
After the ceremony a delicious Mrs. Joseph Young for several weeks
wedding lunch was served by Mrs. returned Tuesday to Lunenberg,
George Counce anl Mrs. Irvin Ellis, N. S.
Mrs. Janip Curtis and Miss Viv
assisted by Mrs. Ela’s young friends.
ian Dakin of Searsport were guests
of Mrs. Russell Staples Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Starr, Miss
WARREN
Anna Van Tassel and Chester Nor
Fred L. Spear of West Springfield, ton Of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. J.
Mass., was overnight guest Wednes Everett Maguire of Portland were
day of his brother A. (J. Spear of recent guests at the summer home
this place.
of Dr. and Mrs. F. R. McCullagh,
Mrs. Willard Hall was called to Sea street.
Massachusetts Thursday by the se
Miss Caroline Fuller is spending a
rious illness of her mother.
,
few weeks in Brookline, Mass.
F. L. Davis, N. W. Eugley and
Mrs. B. H. Johnson entertained
Beroy Smith are helping Vesper the True Blue Boy’s class of the
Bokes in haying.
Methodist church Monday evening at
Mrs.
Hazel Starrett, daughter the Parsonage and Tuesday even
Elinor and son Ellsworth of Lynn, ing Mr. Johnson entertained the
Mass., were dinner guests Wednes Bible class.
Both occasions were
day of Harriet and Susie Hahn of much enjoyed. Refreshments were
th|s place.
served.
Vernon and Marion Wallace, little
Mrs. Marion Gray who is at the
son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Community Hospital, Camden for
Chester Wallace underwent a throat treatment is reported to be more
operation in a Camden hospital comfortable. Her many friends hope
(Wednesday.
for a speedy recovery.
Ray Robinson who recently under
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Russ returned
went an operation at the Knox Hos Thursday to Medford, Mass, after
pital Rockland is gaining daily.
spending several weeks at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Borneman of Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Weed.
and son Howard motored to North
Mrs. Laura Arey Lawrence and
Waldoboro Thursday and called on daughter Miss Alice Lawrence of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Borneman.
Minneapolis. Minn., were calling on
Mrs# Helen I’. Wentworth enter friends in town Thursday.
tained Iho Girls’ Sewing Club at
C. II. Jones and daughter Miss
South Pond Wednesday.
Harriet Jones, Mr. and Mrs. C. A|cLittle Avard Robinson who has Pherson and Miss Hall of Boston
been shut in so many weeks on ac and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Fuljer
count of illness is aid,, to play out and son Donald of Milford, Mass.,
doors again.
Evelyn Haupt is visiting her
grandmother. Mrs. Ira Libby at
South Warren.
Miss Hilda Wilson of Rockland
was the guest of Mrs. A. O. Spear
Thursday.
Miss Norma Packard has employ
ment in Rockland and is hoarding
with Mrs. Judson Benner.
Mrs. Alice Matthews is driving
a new Buick coupe.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Thompson of
PREVENTS
Medford. Mass., have arrived and
are guests of Mrs. Mary Richmond.
SUMMER COLDS

The pleasant
tasting foodtonic, rich in
all cod-liver oil vitamins.

Scott’s Emulsion
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
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18

80
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36
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41
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99

27
32

31

30

2& 29

94

21

45

44

FOR SALE New six room colonial home
with hath, electric Ughts, set tubs, cement
wa'ks, and al' modern Improvements, nice
locaJon
FASTI-KN REAL ESI.VIE CO..
32 Union St. Tel, MS_______________ 85-90
FOR SALE Old mahogany sofa, recovered
| with tapestry. Good eoi.dition. TEL. 1177 K
82*8 88
FOR SALE Big trade hi a home; fur
I nished or unfurnished; also n.ce thresh I lug muehine to be sod elieap, 36 in. beater.
I H SIMONTON. Rockland.
82 S-tf
FOR SALE A 14-foot rowboat in good j
| condition ; especially suited for an out-boat |
n»oto\
Write A
C WILLIAMS, South
| Cushing, Me. or call and see it.
84*89 •
FOR SALE—Standing grass. MRS RUFUS j
iSlJLBLES. Beech St., Rockport. Tel. Rock-|
| land 963 W
84*86 I
FOR SALE -Great bargain in upright .
I piano.
Inquire at POSTAL TELEGRAPH
OFFICE.
84-96
FOR SALE Large set dial pl.ufo/m scab-s.
computing scales, standard cash register.
| Prices reasonable. H. II. STOVER A CO..
32 Union St Tel. 818
.81 89
FOR SALE—G rai.dfatlier clock and other
I antiques.
KENNISON. Pearl Fiske house,
Ingraham Hill. Tel. 1199 W.
83*85
FOR SALE Tlie Dorethy Kent place, bet
ter known as the Freeman W. Kent place,
(comer Rankin and Fogg streets, fruit trees,
dozen apple trees, large garage, borders on
three streets, nice corner lot goes with placik
L. W. BEuNNER. 2 North Main St
83
FOR SALE—All size balloon and cord
(tires, almost new.
Dealer in antiques.
Buyer of.junk, pay cash. HARRY BENO
VITCH. 12 Rankin St.
83*85
FOR SALE—Square piano, price reasonI able. Just the thing for a summer cottage.
ELLEN J. COCHRAN, 97 Union St. Tel.
| 188-M.
83-85
FOR SALE—One horse mowing machine,
I iior.se rake, hay rack, all in good condition.
VINAL WALLACE. Cushing. Postoffl. e WarIren.
83*85
FOR FALE -A field of grass in Rockville.
| Inquire of J. M. KIRKPATRICK. K -cktl le,
1 Me
83*85
FOR SALE At Pleasant Beach. Augusta
I Wright cottage. 7 rooms, well fine drinking
|wate-. 12 FLORENCE ST. RockWnd. Tel
761-M.
82-tf
FOR SALE—Ladies’ silk hosiery in all
shades, mailed promptly, send $1 for one
pair; $1.85 for two pairs; full fashioned hose
(regular $2) for $1.75; quality guaranteed.
HAWLEY’S HOSIERY SHOP, 12 High St .
| Rockland. Me.
82*tf

47

50

48

53

58

Sb

55
t©, 1925, Western Newsjjaper Union.)

Horizontal
1—Wicked
4—Lock openers
7—A lure
11— One. in a suit of cards
12— Anger
13— Dried coconut meat
14— Two-pronged nail
16— English poet, author of "John
Gilpin’s Ride"
17— Mohammedan holy book
18— Piece of furniture
19— Ribbed material
20— Occupied a chair
21— A selling
24A—Saves
27— To pilfer
28— That thing
30— Long narrow Inlet
31— To tear
33— Preposition
34— Part of mouth
36—Guided
39—Page of a book
41— Sailor
42— To cut off
44—At a more remote time
46—Book of maps
48—Vendor
50—To slip again
61— To get up
62— Man’s polite title of address
63— One (Scotch)
64— To walk in water
55—Jumping stick
66—Car mine

Vertical.
1— To lie in the suu
2— Performed
3— More costly
4— Lime furnace
5— Before (poetic)
6— You (Biblical)
7— Round, deep dishes
8—To come into view
9—Anger
10—Black viscous substance
13—Spike of corn
15— Wrapping material
16— Food provider
18—Greek letter
20—To distribute wantonly
22— Piece of ground
23— Ebony (poetic)
24— Money drawer
25— Sister's nickname
26— Same as 52 horizontal
29—To bind
32—Animal skins
35—Pale
37— Auditory organ
38— American monetary unit
40—Untrue
43—Famous American agnostic
45— Mound of earth
46— Airplane (coll.) z
47— Hastened
48— Toothed cutting Instrument
49— Period of time
50— Horse drawn vehicle
52—Thus

Solution will appear Id next Issue.
Solution to Previous Puzzle

were gue-sts of Capt. and Mrs. Er
nest Torrey Monday.
Mrs. F. R. McCullagh who has
been occupying her summer home
for several weeks has returned to
Roxbury, Mass., to remain until La
bor Da y.
Mrs. Chloe Young of Glen Cove
was tlie guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Henry Tominski Thursday.

NORTH HAVEN
“Can Civilization Save the World,”
will be the subject of Rev. M. G.
Perry’s address at the North Haven
Baptist (’hurch on Sunday morning
at 10.30 o’clock. Miss Clara Thomas
will sing “The Voice of Jesus.” At
tho 8 o’clock service at tl>£ village
the pastor will speak on “Open
Windows.” Miss Josephine Bennett
will furnish special music at the
piano and a solo will be given by
Miss Dorothy Stone.
Watch the papers for further an
nouncements of the Fair to he held
on July 27.

EAST SENNEBEC
Mrs. S. (’. Walker and son Harold
and Miss Bettina Stephens from
Valard, Mass., are guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Zuinglius Gurney for a week.
The farmers in this place have
begun haying quite in earnest.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith of St.
Petersburg were guests of Mrs. J.
Fred Brunner Thursday and Friday.
The bouse warming at Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Gushee’s recently was
surely a succcbs as far as entertain
ment went, although not so large a
crowd was present as was anticipat
ed, as it was a rainy night. Sand
wiches. cakes and coffee were served
dining the evening, and those not
present missed a good time.
Mr. and Mils. Roland Gushee have
been favored with a visit the past
week from her brother and friend.
Mrs. J. Fred Brunner is stopping
over the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Keginvr in Camden.
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TEPECO
PLANT FOOD
The
Magical Plant Beautifier
IS ON SALE BY
« • • •

L. A. Hanley
E. E. Studley
Thomaston
• ♦ « •

J. J. Fales, Cushing
* ♦ • •

R. L. Thompson
Jameson & Wotton
Friendship
« • • •
C. L. Fales
East Friendship

DEEP SEA FISHERIES PLANT
84-86

Lost and Found

Summer Cottages and Board

PROF. ELLISON

LOST—Larne cameo pin with c»'«l scroll
around edge. Return to 37 FL’LTOX ST or
at This Oflh-c.
____________________S-I-Kti

FOR RENT Cottage at Crescent Beach for
the season, electric lights, running hot and
cold water and bath room; all in first class
condition. Inquire of proprietors ut VRES1’BNT BEACH INN.
75-tf

Psychic-Medium

LOST—Light gray sweater on Main St .
Prldav, July 8, with Oregon trade mark.
Notify 11. A. STOKES. Friendship.
84*36

FOR SALE—House with extra land at 7
I Catnden St.
Inquire at 74 Camden St or
u ite MRS W. A. KIMBALL, 1 Miller St..
| Belfast. Me.
81-89
FOR SALE—Three-bu ner Glenwood gas
I stove with oven, in good condition. Call 10
STANLEY LAiN E or Tel 295-W.
80 8
FOR SALE—The John Patrick wood lot in
I Washington. .Me.; covered with hard wood;
I about 60 acres; also 1 portable steam saw
I mill, Boiler 65 h. p., capacity about 20,000
per day. Apply to JOHN BROWN, Thomaston
I Me.
79 tf
. FOR SALE—Lumber and wood. 4 foot
I board slabs $6.50; stove length $8; stave
I slabs $6.50; 15 bundles shims $1. L. A
I PACKARD. Thomaston, R. F. D.
76-tf
FOR SALE-—300 pairs men's Moccasin toe
I-•oinpofiltion sole and heel work shoes, special
I$'
McLAlN’S SHOE STORE______ 79-tf
FOR SALE—Men’s Storin King rubber
boots, special $3.95.
McLAlN’S SHOE
| STORE, next to Perry’s Market.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Jewett touring car. used on!)
1 f«»r personal car, has been run 10,000 miles.
I Looks like new, In perfect condition. J T.
| GAY, Waldoboro.
68-tf
FOR SALE—Dry soft fitted slabs, $8; dry
I hard wood, aiso lumber. T. J. CARROLL
J Tel. 263-21 Rockland. P. 0. Thomaston.
79-tf
. FOR SALE—Player piano rolls, 250 of them
I high grade music, all regular $1 to $3 value
125c to 50c per roll while they last. V. F
I STUDLEY, INC., Music Dept., 283 Main St.
I Rockland.
79-tf
FOR SALE—Eight room house at 129
| Rankin St. with 10 acres of land and two
| barns. EDWARD J. HELLIER Tel. 43 M.
______
47*tf
FOR SALE—Carpenter tools
MRS. 1
J NEWTON MORGAN, South Thomaston, Me.
44*tl
FOR SALE—Six second-nand pianos la
I good condition
V F 8TUDLBY, INC.
| Mujmc Dept.. Rock’and. Maine.
79-tf
THE SKOWHEGAN INDEPENDENT REI SORTER Is for sale at J. F. CARVER’S
| Rockland.
132*tf
FARMS. COUNTRY MUMtb, COTTAGES
and estates; up-to-date-property, In the gar
| den spof of Maine—Penobscot Bay
Writ#
Ins what you want. ORRIN J. DICKKY, Bel
| fast. Maine

flfl-tf

FOR SALE 65 acre farm, 15 acres unde,
cultivtition, wood and timber.
Ten-room
I house, some hard wood floors, large barn and
I garage, large hen house, large shore priviliege, ideal summer home. MRS. C. P. DEL
1 ANO, 153 Main St., Thomaston or Tel. 185-3
83 tf

L. W. McCartney
Plumbing and Heating
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Telephone 986-W
142-every Sat-tf

ROCKLAND, ME.

TILLSON AVENUE

LOST Old fadiluued go’.d pin at Oakland
Pa k
MRS. FRANK A. TIRRELL
Tel.
756.
'__________M 86
LOST- Strayed or stolen three yearling
heifers, one H.dalein, two Jerseys. $25 re
ward to the tinder. S. H. CREIGHTON,
South Warren. Me.
84*86
LOST—$20 bill Saturday afte noon. Re
ward
LUCIEN GREFN, at Fuller Cobb
Davis. Tel. 41? or 828<M.
83-85
LOST Heavy black sweater with white
• G" on front. BEULAH COLE Tel. 270 W.
_____________ 83*85

LOST- Dark gray shaggy cat last Friday
evening. Reward. MRS J. E. WOOLSTON
189 Broadway. Tel 715 W.____________ 83 85
LOST Tire chain 33x5
Saturday in
neighborhood of ('rev nt Beach
No’lfy 980
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO , Rockland
83-85

TO LET Furnished cottage at Pleasant
Beach.
Inquire EASTERN REAL ESTATE
CO.. 32 Union St. Tel. 818.
84 89
FOR SALE or TO LET-At Megunticook
Lake—four room furnished cottage ; new two
car garage and row boat; good location. L.
A THURSTON Tel. 1182 MK.
79 tf

Miscellaneous
PUBLIC CONVEYANCE—New Studebaker
sedan.
Anywhere, anytime.
Play golf or
tenuis. Reasonable rales. Well acquainted.
Tel. connection. Let's go.
V. P. HALL,
Rockland, Maine.
83-85
PAYING POSITION OPEN to representa
tive of character. Take orders shoes-hoslery
direct to wearer. Good income. Permanent.
Write now.
TANNERS SHOE MFG. CO./
26 C St.. Boston. Mass.
78*86 I

FUR STORAGE AND REPAIR—Protecting ,

your fur coat in summer means prolonging
FOUND Seetd to Thr f. Ii. fur Its social its goals for the next winter. Storage means
column arrivals of summer visitors, summer complete protection, Including burglary. We |
social occasions, etc
74-tf have a greater Interest in your futs than |
merely sel.lng them to you. Your continuous
patronage depends on the service that you
Wanted
get from the furs and ourselves after you
buy them.
We are fully prepared for any I
WANTED—Kitchen help and dish washe”s work on your furs that you may be planning |
Let
us
do
it
now
so you won’t have to wait in |
at the KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston.
85-tf
the fall. FULLER GQBB DAVIS_______79-tf
WANTED—Girl to do general housework at
LADItS—Reliable Stock or hair goods st
17 srFFOiaK ST.
___ __________ _
.85- ;f
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
WANTED—(Position as Irousekeeiier or orders solicited HELEN U RHODES
79-tf
plain cook in small family; good refer^n-ps
LAWNMOWERS SHARPENED, overhauled !
given. TEL. 679-W.
85*87
and put ln first class condition, called for .
WANTED Experienced chauffeur would and delivered. Call 791 for prompt service, i
like position.' Tel. THONLLSTON 138-3
ROCKLAND HARDWARE (X).
79-tf
85*87
WANTED Seamstress. Apply at FULLER
<X>BB-DAVIS.
85-It
WANTED—Table girl. BOX A, Port Clyde.
Here's your chance. I will give
83-tf
that sum to the person suggesting
WANTED—Work on lawns or house clean- > the best name for my restaurant
ing. Experienced on best places. References
in Camden, now known ' as The
given. ALTON E. YOUNG. 14 Lisle St.
Elm.
84-86
84*86
WANTED Good experienced cook for Tea
MANLEY T. PERRY, Prop.
Room in Camden. For interview call CAM
DEN 133.
83-85
WANTED To buy three tons of new hav
landed in my barn. V. L. PACKARD. Old
County Rd.
83-85
WANTED To buy a house of six or seven
ANd et
»econd mortiaiu.
rooms in Thomaston or Rock.and, with im- !
HARRY
BERMAN.
proveinents, centrally located, in Hist class
condition, for cash. Price must be right.
423 Main 8L, Room 3. Rockland. Tol. 389.
OLLA C. GRAY. 54 Myrtle St.. Boston, Mass
83-8Il
WANTED ( . ar makers experienced men
o' women
Steady employment. J. W. A.
TGAR CO.. Kockla&d.
79-tf
WANTED -Housekeeper’s p<xsl:lon in wid
ower’s small family. Have one child school
age. Write P. O. BOX 305, Rockland, Me.
81*86
WANTED Rock and cement work, cellar
wall built and repaired ; a’so all kinds of
PLUMBING, HEATING
lawn work.
BENJAMIN KNOWLTON. 54
Brewster St. Tel. 467-M.
80*85
106 Plnatanft Straat,
Rockland
WANTED - Experienced girl for general
Telephone 244-W
housework.
MRS. HARRY BERMAN. 25
Maple street.
76-tf
WANTED Braided nig makers.
Home
work. Only experienced makers who will fur
nish pood work need apply. OID SPARKHAWK MILLS. South Portland. Me.
63-87

WANT TO WIN $5?

LU

GRINDSTONE INN
Winter Harbor, Me.
150 Rooms, singly or ensuite with
bath

Special Weekend Rates
Lobster Shore Dinners
Daily
golf; TENNIS. DANCING,

SWIMMING
For reservations write
F. K. LEACH, Mgr.
79-90

I

DON’T ASK US
ASK ANYONE!

DOWNYFLAKE
Doughnuts Are Best

TRAINER’S
Foot of Spring St.

Rockland
80-tf

»-tf

H. M. de ROCHEMONT

To Let

47-S3 North Market Street
TO LET Cottage at Rocky Fond, six
rooms, water, garage, good bathing. F. L.
37-42-46 Merchants Row
NFWBFRT, 306 Main St..
85-87
BOSTON, MASS.
TO LET From middle of August 5-room
cottage on sho e, Crescent Bead), electric
lights, running water, double garage, fur
nished.
Phone 613-R or 197-J.
E. L
BROWN.
84-tf
TO LET -Furnlahed apartment of 3 rooms.
Rent reasonable. Adults only. E. E. STROUT.
Prompt Returns on
45 Crescent St. Tel 1AP4-RK
83*85
TO LfcT -Furnished front room at 17 VEAL, LIVE AND DRESSED POUL
( RAGE ST. Tel. 535-W
82-tf
TRY, BUTTER AND EGGS
TO LET Furnished rooms with kitchen
privilege. 27 LINDEN ST.
81-tf
TO LET Furnished front rotun, modern Weekly Market Reports on Request
conveniences. Inquire at 103 NORTH .MAIN
ST
In Business Over Fifty Years
TO LET—The cellar of the Havener block,
52SG7
and the rear half of the A. & P. store.
HARRY CARR.
75-tf
TO LET—One large room and kitchenette
and toilet, fur light housekeeping. H. B.
BARTER. Tel. 25 or 526-R.
72-tf
TO LET—Store at 19 Tillson Ave. Apply
to GEORGE M. SIMMONS. Tel. 4 W 79-tf
FOR RENT—Farm house furnished, con
nected to lake, good bathing, boating and Ash
ing WILLIAM SANSOM. Roukland, Maine.
76-tf

Used Car Sale
1924 Star Touring, good shape .................. $200.00
1920 Dort Touring.............................................
50.00
1923 Star Touring ............................................. 100.00
1922 Studebaker Coupe, newly painted...... 400.00
1920 Ford Sedan, newly painted .............
150.00
1920 Buick Touring
1916 Hudson Coupe
1925 Ford Ton Truck, good tires and body,
Warford shift .................................................. 300.00
1915 King Roadster
1922 Jewett Four Passenger Coupe
1923 Ford Sedan, new paint and good'tires 200.00
1923 Buick Touring........................................... 175.00
1922 Overland Touring
1 923 Ford Half Ton Truck

Stanley E. Kalloch, Mgr.

Telephone 912-W
NEW COUNTY ROAD
ROCKLA’ND

Boiled
Free of
Charge

Commission Merchants

FRED S. MARCH

Cemetery Memorials

at

Tillson
Wharf
Tel. 1060-W

Weymouth-Wilson Co.
ALWAYS OPEN 74-tf
Tourist Trade Appreciated

FRANK E. GRAY
17 Bay View Square
Tel. 194-J

FISHERMEN!

Rockland

ALL KINDS OF

MASON WORK

PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

Day or Contract
CEMENT BLOCKS AND POSTS
COR SALE

Write for quotations for Second*
hand—

67-tf

Tight-bottom Barrels
In carloads, for shipping Fresh
Mackerel, in Ice-water.

Henry A. Thorndike
P. O. Box 43.

NEWPORT. R. I.
79-84

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this firm hat
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Lady Attendant
Tel. Day 450; Night, 781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.

ATLANTIC HIGHWAY GARAGE

Use Norman R. Flour, Three Crow
Soda, Three Crow Cream of Tar*
tar and make your Biscuits de
licious.

N. E. Hollis & Co.

CHICHESTER
S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND. A
IsadleaI Ask yonr Drucclat for
€hl«chM«tera Diamond BHondZpVx
Pills in Red and Gold nietaU(c\V/
hoses, sealed with Blue Ribbon. Yz
Take no other. Buy of yonr ▼

years known as Best, Safest, Alwry* Reliable

82-tf

PSYCHOLOGIST
A psychic whose information, help and
advice aid you in the realiration of your
desires. If worried or unhappy about
friends, relatives, business, or anything
pertaining to your happiness consult Elli
son he will solve your problems and show
you tha way to success. Thousands have
been helped to success and happiness by
Ellison. Readings daily. Low fee this
wools.
Hours 1 P. M. to 5 P. M.
Wednesdays and Fridays till 7.30
27 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND

StUPIKUililSnEKWWIW

C

WiM p

A and B Power Units

Radio Supplies
ALFRED P. CONDON
685 MAIN ST.
125-tf

ROCKLAND
Tel. 837-W

Farms, City Hornes^
Cottages, House and
Cottage Lots, General
Real Estate.

EARLE LUDWICK
38 Chestnut St. Rockland
Telephone 723-M
84-a-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 16, 1927.

SOCIETY

SHRINE MAGAZINE

Makes Net Profit of $ 100,000
In Its First 12 Months.

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrlvala, this department espe
cially desires information of social happen
ings, par’les, musicals, etc. Notes sent by
mall or telephone will be gladly received.

r

Summer Threat!

MISS ADELAIDE CROSS
Soprano, Soloist and Pianist

770

TELEPHONE .

MISS MARIAN MARSH
Mrs. Alma Lopez and son Robert
of Chicago who have been visiting
Mrs. Lopez’s sister, Mrs. L. R. Dunn
on Limerock street, will go to Spruce
Head Sunday to spend a week with
her sister, Mrs. Arthur Olsen. Mrs.
Ix>pez will then return to Mrs.
Dunn’s until she goes back to
Chicago.

Organist and Pianist

/

UNIVERSALIST CHURCH

These Sweltering Days of July and August Bring a Very Real Menace Which Every Citizen

WEDNESDAY, JULY 20
8.15 O’CLOCK

Must Combat. Summer Health and Well Being Comes Only Through Adequate Protection

TICKETS 50 CENTS
Auspices Chapin Class

of Health and Foodstuffs.

S3&85

Major and Mrs. Kenneth Lord re
turned Friday from a cruise to Bar
'Harbor as guests of Mrs. J. M.
Baldrige on her yacht.
Miss Lucy Marsh ft in Minneapolis
Mils week attending the Y. P. C. IT.
convention
of
the
Universalist
Chunch.
She made the vip via
Niagara Falls by motor with other
delegates from Maine.

GIRL’S COATS
Sizes 4 to 7 years; 8 to 16 years
Selling at prices from $8.75 to $16.50
Close-out Prices

Mrs. George Gilchrist, Mrs. J. G.
Snow and daughter Nancy and
Misses Virginia and Alice Snow
were Thursday and Friday visitors
to Boothbay Harbor.

Brigadier General and Mrs. 'H. M.
Lord, who are summering at Mar
tinsville. and Capt. and Mrs. A. F.
Pillsbury of San Francisco, who are
occupying the Brown cottage at
Crescent Beach, dined aboard the
U. S. S. Seattle yesterday as special
guests of Admiral C. F. Hughes.
Admiral Hughes became well ac
quainted with (’apt. Pillsbury on the
West Coast and recently told a local
citizen that the captarn is one of the
most influential residents of San
Francisco. iHe has had quite a long
acquaintance with Gen. Lord, of
whose ability, he, as well as every
other government official entertains
the highest respect.

$5.00 - $7.50
Priced as low as a sweater, and can be worn to bet
ter advantage, and are much more dressy. These
would make nice coats for girls for school wear this
fall, fleecy materials. If you think your girl will
need a coat next season, take advantage of this sale,
and buy now.

Prices $5.00 and $7.50

Fuller- Cobb-Davis
A Requiem Eucharist will be held
nt 7.30 a. m. Munday at St. Peter's 1
Episcopal Church fur Sinter Eniille.
whose death occurred Tuesday at
Hay Shore. I.. I. She was formerly
Miss Emily Phillips of llqckland und
widely known as a music teacher In
the schools and a benefactress of St.
Peter’s. Her friends are welcome at
this service,

after spending a week with their
Judging from the interest being uncle Ed. iHaskell i t Ash i’oint.
displayed, there will he a large audi
ence present at the recital at the
Miss Josephine Ij>. Crosse is having
Universalist IChurch next Wednes her annual vacation from Carver's
day evening, under the auspices of liook store, and will visit meantime
the Chapin Class, with 'Miss Mabel In Boston.
Lamb and Mrs. Ella Bird in charge,
featuring Miss Adelaide Cross, so
Miss Anne Flanagan is the guest of
prano and pianist, and Miss Marian Miss 'Rose McNamara and other
Marsh, organist and pianist. Both friends in this city, motoring down
these home artists have just com from her Portland home with j|.s.
pleted a year’s work at the New Theresa Landers McCormick.
England Conservatory of Music
where they made marked progress
Bath
Times-,
Master
William
in their respective studies, as will be Caddy of Cambridge, Mass., is visit
demonstrated in the interesting and ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
varied program they will present. H. P. Caddy of SI. George, while his
Miss Cross will appear as vocalist sister. Miss Arline is a guest of her
and pianist. Miss Marsh will give grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank
organ and piano numbers, and also Powers of Middle street. Mr. and
act as accompanist for Miss Crow. Mrs. Henry P. Caddy, their parents,
are occupying their cottage at IpMr. and Mrs. R. C. Gill who have swicli, Mass., and will Join their
been the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. children later
<>. Perry have returned to their home
in Medford..

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Morse and son
Sterling, and Mrs. Nellie MacKay
of Pennsylvania, who is the guest of
the Morses for several weeks, have
just returned from a delightful motor
trip to Sherbrooke, Quebec.
For the second time in its history
of summer activities at Bayside
the Northport Country Club failed
to have a formal opening July 4.
General lack of interest and also
the fact that the real responsibility
rested on a few of the many conmittees are the reasons given far
the failure of opening this season.
It is also said that many of tlie
summer residents prefer to enter
tain at their own cottages. Earlier’
in the history of the club the late
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury were
active in its management as were
•Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cube. Illness
for several seasons has prevented
Mrs. Cube from taking active part
in the club programs.
Ixtst year
Mrs. Claude B. Roberts of New York
was president of the women's board
of management but she resigned.
The Golf Club has always been con
ducted under a separate management
and will continue this year with its
usual enthusiastic membership. The
links are in excellent condition and
will be in charge of George IL Jen
nings of Cambridge, Mass., and Bel
fast.

See Page Six
V. P. H.
76-T-S-tf

AND POCKETBOOK
ing styles; solid comfort.

Long

Economy.

wear

and

Every

pair Guaranteed, by the

Genuine

Tanner Shoe Mfg. Co., 493 C St.,
Boston, Mass..

Sold by—

MRS. RAY ERSKINE
17 GRACE ST.,

ROCKLAND

Telephone 535-W

Raymond O. Richards, who sails
soon for Malaga, Spain, to enter upon
his duties as American vice consul
at that port, has gone to 'West Som
erville for a visit with his sister.
Miss Wealthy Richards,

Sewell Haggard
Widely known magazine editor
who lias scored a notable success as
editor of The Shrine Magazine. At
the conclusion of its first year of
publication, the magazine ranks
among tlie first twelve monthlies in
America with a net paid circulation
of over 600.000. In its first-year net
earnings were in excess of $100,000.
• * • •
( American Shriners have scored one
of the most brilliant successes of re
cent years in the publishing world,
it was revealed, following the close
of the first fiscal year of publication
of the Shrine Magazine, new monthly
publication of the Shrine order.
Launched "from scratch" a little
over 12 months ago, the Shrine Mag
azine has forced its way through an
already crowded field of great
monthly publications in the country,
with a verilied net paid circulation
in excess of 600,000 copies a month.
Not only has the new publication
won its way into the coveted class of
magazines boasting over half a mil
lion circulation, but, its books dis
closed today, it has earned approxi
mately $100,000 net profit from its
initial year of operation. Magazine
publishers
today
regarded
this
showing as exceptional for a first
year, and pointed out that In the
present crowded field a new maga
zine Is not expected to show opera ing profits for from two to four years
from its establishment, at best.
Although no personal profits are
derived from the Shrine Magazine,
all of the earnings being turned over
to the Shrine's chief philanthropy,
the Shriners Hospitals for Crippled
Children, the magazine is operated
upo i strictly commercial principles.
Its editorial development has been
under the able and experienced guid
ance of Sewell Haggard, formerly
editor of Cosmopolitan, of Hearst's
International, of Nash’s Magazine of
London, and managing editor of the
old McClure's from 1907 to 1910.
Among
internationally
known
writers who have contributed to tlie
Shrine Magazine during its first year
are: Louis Joseph Vance, Will
Irwin. Albert Payson Terhune, Nor
man Hapgood, Mildred Cram, Wil
liam Slavens MciNutt, Phyllis Duganne. Aclimed Abdullah. Konrad
Bereovici. Francis Bellamy, Earl
Chapin May. John Gunther. William
Almnn Wolff and Margaret Culkin
Banning.

?Siss Hattie Lamb of Hartford,
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Goulding and
Norman O. Goulding of Portsmouth, Conn., is visiting relative* in the
Va., have returned from a trip down city.
East.
Miss Carrie Fields entertained
There were 32 members present at nine members of a club to which
the Educational Club picnic Thurs she belongs at dinner at Crescent
day at the Beech street home of Mr. Beach Inn Wednesday evening.

and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence. The
afternon was spent out-of-doors with
tlie delicious picnic supper served in
side because of rain. Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence j^tve I,riel talks and Mrs.
Ixtwrence presented a gold pen and
pencil to Mrs. Mary Perry Ricli on
behalf of the club.

Miss Marie Mackey of Buffalo, has
spent a fortnight with Mr. and Mrs?
L. T. Gustason, 10 Summer street.

On his return from Portland
yesterday Edward Gonia was accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baker
of Boston, who will spend several
weeks with their daughter, Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Bartlett of Bowden Grafton in Thomaston.
Middletown, Conn, have been guests
Mrs. Irving Elwell and Miss Am
of Mr. and Mrs. E R. Brock. State
ber Elwell are in Portland.
street.

Mrs.
Betty
guests
Henry

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Maltby who
V. K. Wilson and daughter
of Worcester, Mass., are have been occupying the Gonia cot
of Sirs. Wilson's mother, Mrs. tage in Cushing have returned to
Brooklyn.
Colburn.

Mrs. Amanda Choate has returned
Mrs. Ida Fairbanks of Hudson,
from a short visit in Marlboro, Mass.
Mass., an<T Mrs. Annie Jennison of
Waltham, Mass., are visiting their
Mrs. Edward Gonia and Mrs.
sister Mrs. Nellie E. Smith, Broad
Elmer Larrabe? have returned from
way.
"I was weak and had no strength.
a trip to Marlboro and New London.
Since taking Vinol, I feel line now
They were accompanied home by
Mrs.
Frank
Harper
is
having
her
and do my work again."—Mrs. G.
Eugene Larrabee and family who
Barhesberger.
The very FlItST annual vacation fn.ni tlie Simonton Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Larrabee at
dry
goods
store,
and
will
go
to
New
their cottage in Cushing.
week you take Vinol, you begin to
feel stronger, eat and sleep better. York for a visit.
Richard S. Fuller of Stone A
Vinol is a simple, strengthening iron
Miss Amanda Wood Is visiting in Webster and Blodgot has been on
ami cod liver compound in use for
Lewiston
for
a
few
days,
the
guest
a brief visit to bis Rockland home,
over 25 years by weak, nervous
contriving to spend a part of it on
women, run-down men and sickly of Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Burke.
the golf course. He returned te
children. C. H. Moor & Company,
HarVey
B.
Cushman
of
Pittsburgh,
Boston by last night’s steamer.
Druggists.
Pa., will be guest of his grandmother,
Mrs. Ellen E. Cushman, for the sum
The Georgia Women’s Christian
mer.
Temperance I’nion in session in At
lanta, Ga., July 7 adopted as part of
N. Blake True of Portland is visit Its findings a statement that “we
ing Mr. and Mrs. Fred True.
specifically protest against the nomi
nation for the Presidency of Gov.
Mrs. C. B. Roman of Vinalhaven Alfred E. Smith of New York, Sena
is a guest for the week of Mrs. M. C tor James A. Reed of Missouri, Gov.
Hall, Rockland street.
Alfred C. Ritchie of Maryland or
A NEW INVENTION
Franklin D. Roosevelt of New York,
Put* a polish instantly on all
Miss Rose Adams has returned outspoken enemies of prohibition.
metals—Brass, Nickel, Copper,
from a three weeks' visit at a scout We will, however, support a dry
Silver, Gold, Tin, Etc. Also
Jcamp in Kingston, It. I. and Bos candidate with a hundred per cent
'Glassware, Paint, Tile, etc.
ton.
vote: and will work for a full repre
I* non-inflammable and will not
sentation at the polls when candi
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston I’. Blodgp t dates are nominated worthy of our
injure the hands or harm ths
motored here from their home in support," said the statement.
finest metal.
Cambridge, Mass., last
Saturday
and are guests of Mrs. Blodgett's
DIRECTIONS:
Shake bottle
parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach.
often when using. Apply with
COMMUNITY
a cloth same as ordinary polish,
Fales Circle. Ladies of the G. A.
SWEET SHOP
let dry, then polish with a soft,
R. wfB meet with Mrs. Lena Merry.
dry cloth.
South Hope
Thomaston, next Wednesday even
4 FLUID OUNCES, 35 CENTS
ing.
J

Wife Takes Vinol
Feels Fine Now

«

METAL POLISH

“Buy It At Your Grocer's”
Manufactured by

LET’S GO!

FIT YOUR FEET

Tanners Shoe* and Hosiery; pleas

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Law, Jr. of
Pittsburg are ocenpying their sum
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hanscdm of mer estate, "Itoxuiont."
I’nion street, will have as their guest
Mrs. C. W» Orbeton is the guest of
next week, Mrs. Robert M. See of
Chicago. *
her son Maurice Orbeton at Northport.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ingraham of
171 Broadway will have for their
Mrs. W. T. Cobb and Mrs. II. S.
weekend guests Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Shepherd were hostesses at the sea
Libby and daughters Julia and son’s first meeting of the Summer
Frances, also Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Outing Club Thursday at the Coun
Whittier and Walter, Levins and try Club. Prizes were taken hy Mrs.
Harriette Whittier, all of Bangor.
C. M. Kalloch and Mrs. Adelaide
Webb, the guest prise going to Mrs.
Miss Nettie Clark will start Mon Matilda Burgess / of iNew York.
day on a motor tiip to Quebec and Other out of town guosts were Miss
the Saugenay River with Mr. and Kyte Caldwell and Mrs. Harold
Mrs. Ralph H. Deering of Boston.
Roberts of New York and Mrs. Ia?onard Benkenstein of Texas
Mrs. Nellie MacKay of Pennsyl
vania is the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Maude Johnson and sons Paul
Carl Morse, Broad street, for several and Buddy and r.iece Miss Ruth
weeks.
Paquin have returned to Worcester

Miss Emily (Webb of Boston is en
joying a cruise through the West
Indies which includes live days in
Jamaica.

Restful Ease, Cool Comfort,
Health Bringing Relaxation.

From Street Floor Stock, on sale in our
Bargain Basement
AU of our Spring Coats, 28 in (he lot

Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Allen of Port
land will return today from a motor
trip to Quebec which they made via
Aroostook County.

T. .1. Leonard and family of Arling
ton, Mass, are occupying a cottage
at Crescent Beach for two weeks.
Mr. Leonard will he remembered as
the local agent of the Metropolitan
Insurance Co. about eight years ago.

Refriger
ators

Fuller- Cobb-Davis

Roy Chamberlain returned to <ev>
York Thursday after a two week*-’
visit with Miss Caroline A. Little
field.

General and Mrs. Herbert M. Lord
and fapiil.v spent Thursday at Hobbs
Pond where Major Kenneth Lord 13
building a summer cottage.
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FREEDMAN
CHEMICAL CO.
STONINGTON;
MAINE
Reliable Agents Wsnted
85-87

Hammocks .. $9.00 up

Fresh, Clean, Safe

Complete Outfit $20. up

Foods preserved in our

Hammock, Stand and Awning

Refrigerators

Pad Back Hammock

High Quality; All Prices.

$14.85

Top, Side and Front leers

All Styles—All Colors

STUDLEY’S
YACHTS AT CAMDEN

[

FOR LEGAL REASONS

Boston Club Makes Final Mrs. Lilia Elliot of Thomas
Rendezvous of Its Maine
ton Could Not Be Reap
Cruise.
pointed.
•
Heavy fog marred the final day of
the Boston Yacht Club’s Maine
crui$e which ended yesterday. The
races from Christmas Cove wee
abandoned because of the heavy
weather, the boats coming in under
power as best they could. One tine
day’s racing has hern afforded by
this year’s cruise, the other days
having more or less fog. Friday morn
ings’ run starting from Christmas
Covd in a haze soon encountered
very*thick weather and then again
at tlie close* the fog was very heavy
though a favorable wind prevailed.
The Tfleet dribbled into the harbor
fr< m[ shortly after noon until early
evening. The Wasaka HI. Onaway,
Talisman and Whiporee were J»t an
chor before vice Commodore Hodder
arrived in the Marigold at 6 o’clock,
coming in under power
The guns
of the fleet and Commodore Cyrus
H. K. Curtis's yacht Lyndonia
barked their greetings. No mishaps
were noted in the difficult run ex
cept a .bit of clutch trouble on the
sloop Xe*vita off White Head. That
smart little craft made her way in
unassisted however.
The 26 boats in fleet are in Camden
for final rendezvous and break up
with a formal dance at the Camden
Yacht Club House last night well at
tended by the fleet personnel and lo•al club members. Commodore Curis entertained Former Commodore
Marten and the Wasaka III group
iboard the Lyndonia for dinner, to
gether with other friends.
Plans for the further movements
of the several members of the
licet are not definitely
settled
as .vet. One large group plans to
continue on to Sullivan, nine miles
from Bar Jlarbor hut the continued
thick weather has rather discour
aged prospective members. Some
boats are planning informal outside
races while still others will remain
here for a few days.

HELP WANTED
* • • •

Feeders and Shakers for
Flat Work Ironer
• ♦ • •

Fred A. Burnham of Westbrook
has been appointed as a member of
the board of trustees of Juvenile In
stitutions by Governor Ralph O.
Brewster, succeeding
Mrs.
Lilia
Elliot of Thomaston, whose term ex
pired. Appointment of a man was
| required by law because of the pro- |
! vision calling for appointment of five j
men and one woman on this board.
Mr. Burnham is present overseer
of the poor in Westbrook, and has
been an active member of the Repub- i
lican party for more than a score of
years. He is a member of the Port
land Economic Club and has been i
president of the Woodfords Club.
At the time Mrs. Elliot’s term ex
j pired last May, the board consisted
of four men and two women. The
Attorney General’s department quot
ed the statutes as calling for five,
men and one woman and recom- !
mended that a man be appointed in

: : DINNERS : :
ROAST DUCKLING
ROAST CHICKEN
FRIED CHICKEN
Plenty of Green Peas
Rhode Island Johnny Cake
Blueberry Pie
Please Make Reservations
84*85

STRAND
TODAY

BILL CODY
FOR SAILING
Or Fishing Parties

in

“King of the Saddle”

35 ft. Auxiliary Sloop
Tel. 1060-W

and

Weymouth-Wilson Co.

“Driven From Home”

TILLSON WHARF
82-tf

also

Talking Pictures

MOVING PICTURES
LINCOLNVILLE BEACH

MONDAY, JULY 18
STARTING AT 7.30
The feature will be a real western with TOM MIX in “THE LAST
TRAIL;” also a fine comedy and a Fox Variety. Following tho
pictures there will be a

Monday and Tuesday

TIFFANY
jfrregerittf

DANCE
Starting about 9.30 with music by the ORIENTAL ORCHESTRA
of Six Pieces. There will be a few old fashioned dances of the
Mcllie Dunham style; also some real peppy up to date dances.
Come every Monday evening and enjoy yourselves on the shores
of the Penobscot.
85-lt

OAKLAND PARK
TONIGHT
Douglass Bros.
“Pep” Orchestra
8.30

Apply

J. H. Thompson
Hotel Laundry—Samoset
85-lt
LAST SHOWING

EMPIRE
NOW SHOWING
FRED HUMES
in "BRONCHO BUSTER”

JIMMIE EVANS REVUE
I FEATURE PICTURE

LEWIS STONE in
“THE PRINCE OF HEADWAITERS”
THREE SHOWS-2.08-J-6.3fl—3.30

“THE FIRE BRIGADE”

MON.-TUES.

MON.-TUES.
IT’S THE FAVORITE !

■^SUNSET
—iRBY

This chores m fall
love with a clerk — the
others wanted fold—

A PICTURE OP
. COMEDY_AND DRAMA
Time t°JoVX
Time to laugh’

On Bowley Hill

Miss Alfreda Perry and Miss Car
rie Fields entertained 16 guests at
a dinner party at the "Community
-Ssweet Shop,” South Hope, Thursd ly
,‘levelling in honor of Mr. and Mr.;.
• Gordon Freeland of New York City
fMr. and Mrs. Orrin F. Perry, Jr.
1 and John Ferguson of Dobb’s Fen y.
N. Y. The evening ended with danc
ing at Oakland.

Despair is the blighted fruit of
order to bring the board within tin
full requirements of law. “It appeal; hope.
that on the present board there are
four men and two women, which is
clearly not in accordance with the
provisions of tho aforesaid statute,’’
commented the Deputy Attorney
General in hi* ruling.
Thus reappointment of Mrs. Elliot
was legally impossible, the Governor
PHONOFILM
informed Mrs. Elliot in a letter to
her in which he expressed aifiuecia^
tion and commendation for her ex
cellent service^ on the board.

mMKT

Ho I UK,

WM. CULLI ER, Jr

WED.-THURS.—LAURA
LaPLANT^ in
“BEWARE OF WIDOWS”

LATEST COMEDY

TIMETO

IOVE
NEWEST IN NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY—CONSTANCE TALMADGE
in “VENUS OF VENICE”

" Tb. Cast
MAE BUSCH
CHARLES DBLANBY
JEAN ARTHUR
WALTER HIERS
DUANB THOMPSON
MILDRED HARRIS
ROBERT CAIN
NIGEL BARRIE
Directed by John G. AdolS
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Every-Other-Day
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Gladys St. Clair Morgan

VOYAGING

AROUND THE WORLD

Interest In Forestry Work
— Club
Demonstration Some of the Things Seen By Miss Hilda George On Her
Trip With the Floating University.
’Teams.

(From Farm Bureau News)
[Fifth Pa perl
human sewage) to see some bamboo
Forestry Work
' huts and to swing hack towards hetThanksgiving
Day.
Nov.
26,
1926,
This last month three woodlot
j t. r residential sections, all hidden
Announcement Is made that the | Congregational organ for several improvement and one tree planting Manila tomorrow—anc mail,
wc among trees where lieautiful door
Pilgrim Choir of the Congregation- Sundays.
demonstration were held.
In the hope.
ways and flower gardens and shim
* » * »
woodlots of Norris Waltz of Damar
al Church, under the direction of i
,,, ,
. ..
„
. .
mering horned gables made a lovely
Hongkong
! Attendants of the Baptist church iscotta and A. P. Starrett. Warren,
Mrs. Eleanor Cote Howard, will give who enjoyed James O’Hara's work quarter acre plots were measured
Gee, but we had a good time In j picture.
Suddenly we came on an old thick
a concert in the church auditorium at the organ one summer will he off and the trees that should be re Hongkong—contrary to my expecta
wall surrounded hv a moat. At each
on tile evening of Aug. 22. assisted glad to learn that he is to substitute moved. marked.
Josse Overlock, tions. too. It beiig a British pos corner (it was rectangular, about
h.v Mrs. Louise Bickford Sylvester, for several Sundays while tho reg Washington, is carrying on a sys session wc hardly expected to lind
1.40 hy 250 feet) there was a solid
coloratura soprano. Tliis wili be re ular organist is vacationing with tem of woodlot improvement on bis the treasures we found.
ceived with interest by the many the choir, beginning his services to farm. Each year he removes a cer
In the first place th eharbor was square tower, scarcely higher than
who have been eager to hear Mrs. morrow. It is hoped during this pe tain amount of lumber to be sold. exquisite—a long waterway between the wall. At only one place was
Sylvester sing since she became a riod that he will give a recital on In this way a yearly income is ob the steep barren mountains.
The there a bridge over the great green
pupil of Paul Bleyden, a prominent some Sunday evening, as he has the tained and an improvement is made water was such a queer color, green, stagnant moat and only one gateway,
teacher of Washington. D. C„ and happy faculty of presenting an in- in the woodlot.
and the mountains suggested amber with beautiful carvings on its roof.
under whose tutelage she has made terestlng program In a thoroughly
We an People stood about; women laden
The tree planting demonstration and faint heather tints.
striking progress.
[delightful manner.
was at Fred Sukeforth’s. Washing chored. not being able to dock that with fagots came from the fields and
• • • •
• » ♦ »
ton. One thousand white pine were night, and the lights of Hongkong entered: children peered out at us.
Miss Bertha Luce of Thomaston , Wa>t«r
Damrosch,
the
cele- planted on a lot where the hard rose up Ils 3000 foot peak to mingle We could not imagine what was In
has gone to Auburndale. Mass., for a
rale<! director, is to give a con- wood had been cut off last winter.
with the stars.
Battleships, aero side. It was dusk and 1 must say
c oi’se In public school music super- | cel 1 ' 11‘-'
in Bar Harbor where
There are six more woodlot im planes carriers, lineis, yachts, tramp we did not ' feci quite easy about
vision at the Lasell Seminary sunt- ,• he is a summer resident, the provement demonstrations to be steamers. Junks and sampans moved going in. As we were standing and
mer school. There seems to oe no proceeds to be given to a farmer who held next fall In the woodlots of about us. It was maddening not to woe.deling, a man came along who
could speak a little English, and
limit to Miss Luce's ambition, and lost his home, furnishings, learns, and Marshall Moody, Bunker Hill; Otto go ashore.
asked us if we wanted to go in. We
* • • •
we have reason to be proud of her. cattle in a fire last winter. The con Mie‘e. W. Aina; Alfred Houdlette.
asked him what it was. and he said:
While she Is a talented violinist cert will be in the nature of an ex W. Dresden; S. T. Creamer. Noble
Monday morning some of us went
"My family live there."
and is better known to the general planatory lecture at the piano. boro; W. J. Garnache, Newcastle
to
town
and
wandered
off
to
one
of
public in this guise, she is especially Wagner's "Walkure" his subject. Mr. and Webster Peaslee. Whitefield,
the
Chinese
sections.
At
one,
spot
fitted hy temperament and nature Damrosch. seated at the piano, re \Ir. R. M. Hutchinson, forestry spe
Ws II, we were curious. Could it be
we saw Chinese coolies, singing in
for teaching and is vey successful cites the more important scenes cialist. will be present at these dem
rhythm, while a Hindu policeman in the abode of some religious sect?
in this work. Knowing her person while playing the orchestral score, onstrations.
yellow turban directed traffic nearby, Some old-time political nest or a
• * * •
ally,!,can well understand that she stopping to explain the meaning of
and a Scottish soldier in kilts anil refuge of outlaws? IWe went in, half
the
musical
themes
and
their
re

Club
Demonstration
Teams
would meet with success, as sh- has
full Highland regalia marched tit the expecting to be kept there at least
lation
to
the
drama.
til,, serenity and patience to meet
This year the Extension Service head of four others similarly clad, long enough to he stripped of our
*
*
*
•
childish problems In an unders'andand Knox-Lincoln County Farm Bu
possessions of value. 'Inside it was
In connection with the Mills con reau is going to hold in Damaris leading them to the squeal of his a regular beehive of human kind. A
Ing manner. She has been Interest
bagpipes.
A
dainty
Japanese
lady
ed In public school music for some cert to be given Aug. 9 for the pro cotta, for the 4-H club girls and
lung narrow passageway led straight
time, hut had not decided to take the posed -Community Club house, Mr. boys a demonstration team try-out. went by in a rickshaw, an English through the middle and about eight
sergeant,
pinkfacel,
sauntered
along,
definite step of a course until she Mills together with his mother, his This means that one team of two
or ten narrower ones crossed It.
was
approached
by
Thomaston accompanist, Dan Dickinson. Miss members from each club will dem while double-decked electric cars and
There .were streets (!) with tiny
school officials, asking her to carry Betty Jones and Miss O’Shea, all of onstrate a phase of the project they swell motors sped hy. A block be
yond we saw snakes coiled in great houses facing each other, not the
on departmental work in music in New York, came over from New are doing.
width of a man's spread arms apart.
that town. This will be her first castle this week to see me. I was
Teams from Camden. Warren. glass Jars in a Chinese delicatessen 1 suppose several hundred people
step to securing a position as su charmed with Mrs. Mills and feel Nobleboro,
Damariscotta
Mills. shop. Another block—a gorgeously lived there. Our friend took us
pervisor somewhere.
that if it were possible for you all to Damariscotta, Aina and Whitefield embroidered sedan chair and a dis straight down the center aisle to a
play of nice crisply browned roast
• • • •
meet her. you would be more inter- will be present with their leaders.
very dark simple temple—one room
This preliminary contest will be pigs on the sidewalk, and much gay filled with paintings of strange gods,
I am greatly interested in the de ?sted than ever in attending the con
paper decoration denoted a wedding
cert.
tc
dete
mine
the
best
team
in
the
partmental work in music Thomas
candles burning. We couldn't make
• * • •
C' uniy. There will be three judges in progress in the tenement house out what religious sect this was. and
ton Is going to carry on in her
above.
Here
are
the
answers
to
the
"Ask
»nd
they
will
judgo
for
clearness
of
schoals, as a step forward in thf
We finally found our way to the the man's English vocabulary was
right direction. It is a known fact Me Another’’ questions printed last description, attitude and accuracy of cable tramway to the Peak. It was exhausted. It was all so delightfully
week
in
this
colurafri:
subject matter. The team picked as
that many teachers are. not equipped
mysterious and
incomprehensible.
1. Stradivarius.
?ounty champions will go to Au the steepest concern 1 was ever on We left, as we had entered, quite un
to teach music In the classes they
And
after
a
final
climb
past
swell
2. The tuba.
burn on Aug. 11 for the state try
have day after day. either by nature
enlightened but very thrilled. In a
3. Ethelbert Nevin.
outs. There teams from the south mansions, we arrived at the top niche in the thick wall nt the en
or training, and that the only real
where
wc
could
see
the
tortuous
4. Rigoletto b5’ Verdi.
ern Maine counties will be picked
work of value In music is done when
trance was a small shrine with
5. "Tympani” is merely another for the’ trip to the Springfield Ex coast of mainland and islands in al! caitdtes burning.
the supervisor makes liertveekly visit
In ihe growing
directions. Such cilor! Imagine the
position.
In departmental work in music each name for kettle drums.
darkness we found our way out of a
Everyone is invited to attend the highest and most barren of New bit of old China.
6. The Metropolitan Opera Com
class will be visited daily hy the
county try-outs in bnmarl#crt:i »n Mexico's mountains with their feet
teacher in charge of that work, and pany of New York.
That evening I)— and I. still being
n a blue-green sea.
7. The source of the Swanee River July 30.
drilled preparatory to the supervis
We had lunch aboard, docked at s parated from the rest, decided to
Ihe vegetable training classes to
It runs
or's visit. It will mean, of course, is in Southern Georgia.
go to a Chinese theatre; anil found
much higher grade of work In mu through Florida and empties in the b« held this year are in a serlc«s of Kowloon, on the mainland and in the
thre«e meetings as were the Fruits afternoon, went to the old Chinese out that there was one not far from
Gulf of Mexico.
sic.
8. Wendell Hall. He has broad Training Classes last year. A' the town by that name. Part of .it Is the boat, on a bus line. It was a
-So when the Thomaston schools
open up in the fall. Miss Luce wil cast from nearly every station in first meeting, Miss Avory, State enclosed In a fascinating ancient second-class theatre, packed with
Foods Specialist, will be present and wall, somewhat in fuinst with h common people from Kowloon. We
devote one half of each school day tr :he civilized world.
will take up with the class mem steep hill behind it covered with were the only two white people and
9. Martha, by Flotow.
teaching the fifth grade and the re
bers tho work on the preparation of boulders and burial pots. We visited as both D— and I are taller than
10. Ludwig van Beethoven.
maining half to doing departments
vegetables.
The morning session a quaint, rather pathetic, charitable most Chinese (D— is over six feet)
11. Apollo.'
work In music In the schools. Till,
The master spoke we felt very conspicuous. We hail
12. Rigoletto and El Trovatore. which will begin at 10.30 will be school there.
should furnish food for thought in
\lso La Traviata and the Masked given to the discussion of tab’e ser English well and was Interested. The a seat right in the middle of the au
the Hockland schools.
vice and pre >aring the vegetables children are of the poorest, and many dience. The benches were high and
Tail.
....
to be served at the noon meal. The are sick, treated by a Chinese phy of wood. The Chinese squat or sit
13. Nick Ljicas.
Boston Post: “As a pioneer ir
14. Baritone with Chicago Civic afternoon session will be a lecture sician at a clinic ,n connection with on them. There is a little shelf on
bringing romantic music to Ameri Opera.
on the use of vegetables in tho diet the school.
the hack of the seat in front of them
ca. Edward W. Bok holds first place
and the reason for their use. Op
upon which they spread their lunch
....
15. Confucius.
iNIgiitingales from Eng'and and Car
portunity will be given for questions
of rice and tea. Boys with baskets of
16. Stephen Collins Foster.
But
the
streets
of
the
city
were
the
illons from Belgium make a com
17. Literally it is a necessary in on points not clear to all. The fol most interesting. Too narrow foi food go through the audience, yell
blnation that Is difficult to match.
strumental part accompanying a lowing is a list of the training class even a rickshaw, with a gutter run ing their wares, as n peanut hoy does
In Ills last articles about the much
members and tho communities rep
at a hall game.
Men and women
vocal solo.
ning through the middle, evil smells smoke, and hawk and spit on the
discussed nightingales. Mr. Bok con
18. “Pan”
means
all—"Trope” resented.
fessed that others had 'heard them
Aina—Mrs. Hattie McDonald. Mrs. and sights, (from burled eggs of a floor!
nasty blue to entrails and great
sing, but he was ypt to have th’- means "Octaves in music"—All oc Amy Jewett.
taves
in
music.
pleasure.
The $1,000,000 carillon
Appleton—Mrs.. Inez Ames, Mrs broken backed sows), teeming life,
19.
Bartolomeo
Cristofori.
men, women and children, working,
The stage is high. The men wh<
which is to be Installed on his Flor
Elizabeth Sprowl.
20. The English "God Save the
ida estate will be less temperamen
Camden—Mrs.
Vesta
Bickford. sweating, yet smiling, in spite of work the elaborate scene drops sit
Xing.
”
poverty and illness. I’ll never for on benches at the right. The many
tal. To those who dislike bells, this
Mrs. A. E. Greenlaw..
will seren a good deal of money
Damariscotta—Mrs. Emma Waltz. get it. 'We saw several interesting ropes that hold up the scenery from
primitive industrial methods in bamboo poles under the ceiling are
But to Americans who have rejoiced
CLERK AND CARRIER Mrs. Holmes.
in hearing the carillons a-ing out
Stage-hands dressed
Montsweag—Mrs. Irene Metcalf. pract'ce and awful sweatshop-sys very visible.
tems in those open-faced small in black walk nonchalantly across
over the picturesque buildings of
Mrs. Evelyn Bailey.
Bruges and Malines, a million dol Civil Service Exams For Two
Newcastle—Mrs. E. E. Boynton. buildings, black and grimy—so dif the stage, spreading a cloth for the
ferent from even the worst of Japan. hero or heroine to die or faint on.
lars will not seem too much if th<
Positions At Local Office. Mrs Mary Garnache.
bells art. satisfactory."
Nobleboro—Mrs. Kenneth Vannah. Here and there remnants of a stone s tting a chair here, picking up thf
The I’nited States Civil Service
shrine and a battered god; often spears of the vanquished foe. there
....
Commission will he’d an open com- Mrs. Fred Hatch.
times a glimpse of rare-colored por or adjusting someone’s costume. On
I am glad to learn that Mis. Dor )etitive examination at Rockland
celain decorat'on under the eives the left sit the orchestra—if anj’ in
Home Demonstration Meetings
othy Bird George has been reap 'or tho positions of clerk and carrier
Whitefield. July 20. Home Nursing. and horned roof beams of a house. ternal no’se of that sort can bt
pointed as music supervisor for the 'n that post office.
Jade trinkets on -women, silver so called.
Appleton, July 29, First Aid.
Canton. Mass., public schools, and at
Regular positions with full time
Men with huge cymbals, funny
Aina. August 2. Vegetable Train chains or anklets on babies' legs, and
an advance in salary. A reappoint ervice are seldom filled by direct
an old bearded man with an opium little drums, snake skin covered vio
ment is always a testimony of val appointment from eligible* registers. ing Class.
lins, shrieking flute.--, terrible things
Dresden. August 3. Salads and pipe.
uable work—It speaks for itself. Gligibles are first appointed as subAll about were mountains: and Through spaces in the drop curtains
Mrs George was able during her titutes and are required to be avail- Sandwiches.
Appleton. August 4. Vegetable tiny laboriously kept gardens nearby you see actors dressing or rehears
year's work there to build up that ible to render service whenever
(even on the grea* stone wall) and a ing. Quite a contrast to the best
department and instill new life. needed.
Vacancies in the regular Training Clas3.
Newcastle, August 5. Vegetable glimpse of the sea. I)— and I lin type of theatres in China, I suspect
With the department on that basis force arc filled by the promotion of
gered on after the others left and and certa’nly far removed from the
and the advantage of the course in the senior substitutes. The salaries Training Class.
wandered out into the evil smelling exquisite and finished productions
music appreciation she Is taking for regular employees range from
In-Eetween Meetings
plots of gardens (they fertilize with we saw in Japan. The scenery was
this summer in Boston. Mrs. George 11790 to $2100 per annum. These
Bristol. July 8. Basketry.
will undoubtedly have an even more positions are permanent during good
July
8,
Sewing
Montsweag.
successful yeir than last.
behavior. Retirement on an annuity Screens.
« « • •
is provided for at 65 years of age or
Aina. July 8. Basketry.
Friendship. July 12, Basketry.
Apropos of the Cross-Marsh re in the case of total disability. Com
South Thomaston, July 13. Bas
cital next Wednesday evening. I pensation during disability for in
note that both seem to be anything juries received in the service is al ketry.
Warren. July 13. Basketry.
but idle young ladies. Miss Cross lowed and annuities are given to de
East Union, July 14, Basketry.
was home about a week from the pendents in case of death as a result
Hope. July 14, Basketry.
Conservatory and then went to work of such injury.
Fifteen days’ vacation with full
Damariscotta, Julyl4. Basketry.
at the Rockland National Bank,
Camden, July 14, Basketry.
("Back on the old job.” she told me.) pay is allowed with-an addition of
Damariscotta Mills, July 14. Bas
She is to sing at the First Baptist ten days’ sick leave with pay.
For further information, address ketry.
church for several Sundays in a
the
Secretary
of
the
Board
of
United
Newcastle, July 15. Underwear.
quartet while tho regular church
Dresden, July 19. Basketry.
choir is vacationing. Miss Marsh is States Civil Service Examiners at
the
post
office
named
above,
or
the
Bristol. August 4, Sewing Screens.
again in charge of the Information
Secretary,
First
United
Aina. August 4. Preparation of
Bureau where she dispenses knowl District
States
Civil
Service
District.
Custom
Vegetables.
Wc have the tires that give it to you—
edge with tact and courtesy and an
Montsweag. August 9. Preparation
ever ready charm. She has played House Tower. Boston. Mass.
Applications
must
be
filed
with
of Vegetables.
the organ at the Baptist church dur
U. S.
North Edgecomb, August 9. Foun
ing Mrs. Browne’s absence, and be the District Secretary at Boston not
later
than
Aug.
10.
dation Patterns.
ginning tomorrow will have the
They are made of Sprayed Rubber, the

FOR YOVR.
MONEY*
ROYAL CORDS

Motors For Marine Use

purest, toughest rubber known, and
Latex-treated Web Cord which com
bines maximum strength with maxi
mum flexibility. They are built by the
Flat Band Method, wliich assures uni
form strength throughout.
Let us start you now to greater satisfaction
with your tires than you ever knew before.

Complete
New Ford Motor, generator, starter, storage battery, thrust bearing, propeller shaft;
propeller, reverse attachment, giving you single lever control, all for $275.00, or
$225.00 less starting unit ready to install.
We are the official distributors for this district with authorized agents as listed below

Geo. M. Simmons
ROCKLAND, ME,

BARKER EQUIPMENT...... .. .. .. . $117.50
Converts any Ford Engine, old or new, into Marine
Engine. Simple and inexpensive.
WRITE US FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

Knox County Motor Sales Company
AUTHORIZED FORD DEALERS

Rockland, Me.
J. O. BROWN, North Haven
CREED’S GARAGE, Vinalhaven
E. H. BROWN. Friendship

S. G. STOCKBRIDGE, Atlantic
MARTIN BILLINGS, Stonington
CAMDEN AUTO SALES, Camden

United States Tires
are Good Tires

V. F. Studley Co.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

REAL ESTATE
The beet farm I have had put up for sale—
Eight-room house, large barn; 70 acres large pine
lumber lot; 200 cords hardwood; cuts about 18
tons hay; 3'/2 acres all planted; the best of land;
all farming tools to work with; one truck. All
$5,0(0. Must be told at once, family leavign town.
On Atlantic Highway, near schools, church and
stores.
76 Homes; all size Lots; also tome acreage with
them
22 Cottages, almost any location

Properties. Florist land and
Buildings
Very small down payments, the rest at rent.

Several

Business

Several House and Cottage Lots in good location.
1 Special Farm with store, gravel pit, 100 acres

land with wood, 5 acres blueberries.

Low price,

$2350.
1 Cottago, Fine location. Crescent Beach, with
bathroom and fireplace. To be sold at once, $1400.

In Waldoboro, near school and store; Farm, good
buildings; 85 acres land; plenty wood and hay;
6 cows, 3 horses, 3 hogs, all farming wagons and
sleds; all farming tools; gardens all planted. Must
bo sold at once; will take mortgago.
35 Farms, all sizes, almost any location.

Tell us what and where you want your home or cottage. If we haven’t it we can
get it. List your property with us for quick sale. We will pay cash for any
property that is saleable.

not- artistic. The actors wore beau
tiful costumes, but their hands were
so awkward and their voices so un
godly that had it not been for the
melodramatic plot which animated
the show with very amusing inci
dents, we never would have stayed
two hours. There were men and wo
men actors. We convulsed over the
fake boa-constrictor into whose coils
the hero had to wind himself: over the
dead faint of the hero when the
stage hand put a pillow under his
head and he set his wrist watch in
the midst of it; over the fact that
when the hero was swimming out to '
sea, pursued by the enemies, he
wanted to blind them by spray anc
so shot a stream of water out of. hie
mouth at them!
Oh, we had the
time of our lives.
The next day eight of us took a
train out into the country for about
in hour and a half, through beauti
ful scenery-, to some villages. We
found a real old one which was
charmingly picturesque. There we
iaw a replica of our walled village,
without the moat, and realized that
it is the ancient type ot communis
tic, self-supporting village where
part of the people do the fishing,
:>art the planting, etc., and all share
the proceeds. It had out-grown its
walls. We saw all sorts of harvest
ictivities going on and went into the
dingy houses where pigs, dogs, chil
dren and grown-ups live together.
The great trees, the canals and
ponds, the cement threshing places
the ducks and pigs—it all was very
picturesque. And all the houses had
the peaked roof-beams and colored
porcelain decorations. Great jars
standing about thrilled me. I have
i passion for jars. Bound about on
hills we saw Chinese graves, like
crypts, built into the side of the
tills. The coloring of the mountains
was like the West.
That afternoon we took the cruise
auto ride around the Island ol
Hongkong — countless
mountain
: .lands in a brilliant sea, remains of
in old walled city on a peak, junks
and sampans in the bays, breakers
d.-tzzingly white on steep rocks, cres'ent beaches with soft circling foam
Only a few fishing villages here am'
here. On our return there was time
for a search among Hongkong shops
but I was too tired to concentrate.

A POPULAR SUMMER REMEDY
Hot Weather Headaches, Nervousness, Dizziness, Loss of Sleep,
Aches and Pains are relieved by

Ballard’s

Tablets

Not a fuzzy powder. Taken like a confection. No opiates, Mor
phine or Chloral. All druggists. Free samples sent by BAL
LARD’S GOLDEN OIL CO.. Old Town, Maine.

A MOTOR ROMANCE
Famous Chevrolet Tist Car Is Fin
ally Retired From Service.

A romance of the General Motors
Proving Ground at Milford.'Michi
gan, comes to light today with the
announcement that Chevrolet test
car number 112 has been retire-1
from the Proving Ground service lif
ter withstanding
the
withering
strain of 46,150 miles in four and
one half months over various types
of roads and a wide range of driving
conditions.
Number 112 had a standard light
delivery panel body on the sumlarj.
commercial car chassis and had been
taken out of regular production at
the Flint plant. When. In the course
of the usual routine, it was replaced
4t the -Proving Ground hy another
Chevrolet, lt still had In It many
miles of unused transportation, en
gineers declared, despite the gruel
ling experience of so many miles of
terrific test driving.
Fogty miles
out of Detroit In the hills and vales
of Livingston County, where the
great outdoor automobile laboratory
is located, this Chevrolet, like orheis there, underwent supreme tests
in the cause of improved automotive
(rans|iortatlon.
In the course of
these teRts, the car was called upon
to go through all the types of ser
vice an automobile may be heir to —
and more.
It was kept on test for 135 days,
"working" on an average of 341.8
miles a day. These were days when
It was driven more than 500 miles In
cider to try its stamina. In addition
to the test work at the Proving
Ground, the car carried mail to De
troit and return each day, permit
ting of a study and check of the car
under actual road traffic conditions^
Engineers and technical men who
drove and checked the car at the
Proving Ground had in mind the
many difficulties an automobile has
to contend with in Its lifetime. They
thought of the driver who speeds
his car over rough, rutted roads;
they considered the motorist who
rides his clutch; they had in mind
the man who habitually tramps on
his brakes, another who races a cold
motor, another who asks his car to
pull out of a mud hole In high, and
so on.
Although
the Proving Ground
boasts some fine stretches of pave
ment, number 112, during the four
and one half months it was on test
there, never left the gravel anj dirt
roads, except on its trips out of me
grounds as a mail car. Asked why,
a Chevrolet engineer replied: "Con
crete makes it too easy!"—Adv.

Many a true word is spoken by
mistake.

fBIRD’S ROOFS

W^rSroid
Roofing.
When I put Bird's Paroid Roofing on — it’s

there to stay I
I’ve seen warehouses, garages, farm buildings,
and factories that were covered with Bird's
Paroid over twenty years ago that are still in
perfect condition. You simply can’t wear it out,
that’s why I’m putting it on these new build
ings.
Bird's Paroid Roofing is waterproof and sparkproof with a heavy, pliable, bright-gray surface
which will not crack in cold or dry out in hot
weather. It has been used and endorsed for over
a quarter of a century. Paroid is an exclusive
Bird Product.
Paroid Roofing is made by Bird & Son, inc. fEst. 1795),
manufacturers of Neponset Twin Shingles, Bird's Shingle
Design Roofing, Art-Craft Roll Roofing, Neponset Black
Building Paper, Bird's Insulating Blanket and Neponset
Board. There’s a Bird product for every sort of Building.
We arc headquarters for Bird’s roofings,
building papers and wall board.

W. H. GLOVER CO.
Contractors
453 MAIN ST.

TEL. 14

ROCKLAND

